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Executive Summary

/

In this monograph quarte;ly offending data from the National Crime Survey

(1973 to 1978) are used to address ell'e question -- what effect do economic

conditions have on criminal behavior'over time? A'total rate of offending

in personal crimes (rape, robbery, aggravated assault, simple assault, 'and

personal larceny) as well as crime specific rates for robbery, aggravated

assault, and simple assault are examined. It is our view that for the 1973

4

to 1978 period these findings should be interpreted as not having demonstrated

an important relationghip between the economic and rate of offending indicators

used in this study.
. -

Overall, the analysis focused on three major issues. First, the general

relationship between economic conditions (unemployment, "Consumer Pri e,Index,
111.

and dross National Product) and overall rates'of offending (total, robbery,

aggravated'assault, and simple assault) was analyzed. In all cases thesd

economic conditions were shown noittoibe r lated to NCS rates 'of offending
' 1

.

fox these personal crimes.

The'second issue addressed was the relationship between age-race-sex

specific unemployment rates and comparable age-race-sex specific rates of

offending (total, robbery, aggraVaed assault, and simple assault). This

analysis showed virtually no relationship between quarterly fluctuations in

age-race-sex specific unemployment rates and comparable age- race -sex specific

rates of offending. Two exceptions were found:

4"

1) The unemployment rate for white m es 14 17

was positively related to the rate of robbery

offending for white males 12 to 17.

2) The unemployment rate for white males 21 or older

was negatively related to the robbery rate of

offending for this subgroup.

J
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0 The third major issue explored was the interrelationship between-adult

(
tnemployment and juvenile crime. Specifically, sex and race spdcific adult

unemployment rates were correlated with comparable sex and race offending
. .

A

rates for juvenile (12 to 17) and youthful 018 to 20) offenders. Out of 32

relationships only four were found.fo k!, statistically significant (p < ,10).
.

These cases were:

1) Adult unemployment for white males was positively
Q

.

. related to the rate of robbery for white males

12 to 17.

o

2) Adult unemployment for white females was nIgatively

related to the rate of aggravated assault for white

males 18 to 20.

3) Adult unemployment for black females was positively

related to the total rate of 'offending for black

males 12 to 17.

`4) Adult unemployment fdr black geMales was positively

related.to the rate 9f robbery for black males 12 to 17.

Generally, it appears'that for the relationships under ihvestigation in

fqwthis report, f significant relationships were found when various economic
.

.

-----
indices were correlated with rates of offending (total, robbery, aggravated

assault, and simple assault). Furthermore, the relationships found trbe

NN
.

c--......

.
.

,

e statistically significant can most likely be explained by the laws of prob-
.

ability in that as the number of regression analyses increased, the number

of significant relationships found increased as well.

10 ).
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Juvenile Criminal Behavior
and Its Relation to Economic Conditions

I. Introduction

A

It has long been argued that economic factors, either directly or

.' indirectly, affect the amount of Crime present in a'society (e.g., Tonger,
..,

1916; SeYlin, 1937; and more recently Brenner, 1976).1 Perhaps one of

the causes of crime most commonly alluded to is unemployment, which is

also viewed as one of the leading gauges of economic conditions in the

\

Unitdd States today. The unemployed individual is assumed not only to

have the economiAllotivatibn to commit crime, but also the neces a y

`free time to indulge in these unlawful acts (see Danziger, 1976;, Weller,

t .

Block and Nold, /978). In addition some view unempl6yment as the start-

. ing point of fa frustration-aggression continuat. That is, the unemployed

individual becomes increasingly frustrated with his economic state, and

. eventually vents his frustration in aggressivelacts (see Henry and Short,

1954).

Considerable attention has been given to alleviating the problems

of unemployment and crime by the media, citizens groups, and variobs .

governmental agencies across local, state and federal lev 1. Before

these problems may be adequatefy.addressea,4however, a firm understanding

of the relationship between unemployment and crime is-nscessary. John

COnyers, Chairman of the, Subcommittee pn Crime of the House Judiciary

Committee, recently wrote:
N

Would not a large - scale project.ekamining the

relationship between crime and.uneMployment

(as well'as other economic variables) make
the most sense from the point of view of public

policy? Particularly needed is more specific

research on subgroups, such is teenagers, and

the particular economic circ5mstanoesithey face.

(Conyers,' 1979:142).

1 11
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This statement can be viewed as the focus of, thisfreport. Thidre-

search will examine the extent to which quarterly fluctuations in economic

d

conditpds are 'associated with concomitant fluctuations in rates of offend-

ing, with particular emphasis on juvenile offenders. Most of our analytic

-,
focus will be on the economic indicator unemployment, with peripheral atten-

.

tion being given to the Consumer Price Index and the Gross National Product.

Thus, this report will pfoyide empirical data on the relatioyship between

unemployment and offending'for specific subgroups in thepopulation,as.
4

well as general information on national' economic conditions and the over-
-

all rate of crime.

Studies on'Economic Conditions and Crime

Early empirical work relating crime and economic co tio s was

plaguedby many shortcomirigs. Measures of criminality and economic condi-
. .

4/P

tions, taken frOn dissimilar ghgraphical areas, were correlated. For

example, local or state indices of criminality mere correlated wit

national economic indices (e.g., Davies, 1922; pgburn and Thomas, 192-2;

Warner, 1934). Studies that did contain similar data sources were for

the most part local, with little, if any, Work done on the national level

(e:g., Wagner, 1936; Maller,
4

1937; Bogen, 1944). Some of'the indices '

representing economic conditions in these early works were measures Of
/-

(wheat pries, pig iron production, or coal production. Measures of

criminality varied from arrest data to court'appearances to prison a

missions. In an exhaustive review of the research done up to, and 1.7clud-
.

ing, the depression era, Thorsten Sellin (1937) argued that interpretation

of the research on the relationship betweett economic conditions and
1

criminality was difficult because of .the disparity in indices used to

meoure condit4ons and the non-comparability of offend clas&fication.

12
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Recent research on economic conditions and crime has attepted to

address some of the'se measurement problems through the use of impttoved

official ,crime statistics, namely Uniform Crime Reports (e.g ,- Votey and

Phillips, 1969; Phillips, Votey and Maxwell, 1972; Payne, 1978). Use of

these oflicial data sources assumes that arrested persons are representative'

of the offender population. That is, selection for-arrest is not biased ,

because of the offender's personal characteristics: In opposition to

this assumption, it has been argu104that selection biases do in fact

exist and less powerful groups are more likely to be chosen for official

processing (e.g.., Pambliss and Seidman, 1971; QuinneY, 1970). Because

these recent studies have attempted to look at the relationship between

offending by specific subgroups (e.g taking 'into account correlates

such as age, race, and sex) and the economic conditions they face (most

notably unemployment), and becausepage, race and sex,zre variables thought

to be differentially related detection and arrest; it is crucial,to,

have available a data source free from the biases that may-be present in

official data.

Prior to the 1950:s, correlates of crime such as age, race and sex

were studied almost exclusively with official police and court records.'

In the late 1950's, however,.Shdrt and lye (19)7, 1958) developed a "self-

.",
report" technique that'identified offenders wieheut the help 'of ot4icial

4
criminal, jdstice system records. One serious drawback to using this

self- report method, as it' has been used Weate, is that has been

unable to measure serious criminal behavior. For this reason, it has not

proven to be as valuable as anticipated as a substitute for, or supplement 1

to,offiCial data (McDermott and Hindelang, 1981).2

13
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AR

Recently, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, in coopera-

tion with thy Bureau of the Cens us, as generated data about crime that,

like self- eports, ire independent of, the selection mechanisms of the

'crimina justice system, but unlike selti-reports, contain information

about relatively serious crimes. these data form the basis of this Mono-
/

graph and are generated in an ongoing survey of the general population

of the United States that is designed to ascertain'the nature and extent

of criminal victimizations that may have been suffered)by respondents.

" These'National Crime Survey (NCS) results can tiled lighp on some of the

basic questions surrounding serious criminal behavior.

This research monograph is intended to provide an analysis of the

relationship between rates of offending and economic conditions (particularly

unemployment) utilizing the NCS data source. Attention will focuson the

relationship between crime specific rates of offending for various age-
,

race-sex specific subgroups and rates of unemployment for age-race-sex

specific subgroups.: The questions to.be addressed include: Is unemploy-
,

0

zoo

\-ment related tocrime in the Unitid States for the quarters during the 1913 to

1978 time period? Does thia'relationship hold across different age groups?

Race groups? Sex groups? Does the relationship vary across type of crime

categories? Is addlt unemployment related to juvenile rates of offending?

Before presenting tht analysii, Section IT provides a brief descrip-'

tion of the data sources utilized in this report. Section III of this

,report presents. national rates of offending (independent of demographic

characteristics) and their relationship with Igational economic indices

for the years 1973 through 1978. This, It intended to provide the reader

with an overall picture of crime and economic'trends.for the period of

A1
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time being studied. Section IV 'focuses on the relationship between crime

uecific rates of offending for various age-race-sex specific subgroups

and their'corresponding unemployment rates. Relatioftships found among

subgroups of juvenile offenders (-12 to 17) will be-compared with relation-

ships found among subgroups of youthful offenders (18 to 20)- .and adult

. -

offenders (21 Or older). The fifth section of this',research monograph

examines the velationship between adult unemployment and juvenile and

youthful rates of offendirig for age-race-sex specific subgroups.
4

II. Description of the Data

,

A- 'National Crime Survey Data 0" \
The crime data are the National Crime Survey (NCS) national

saTple, collected by the United States Bureau of the Census, in coopers-
.

tion with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. In the national

survey, probability samples of housing units were selected on the basis

of a stratified multis tage, cluster design.
3

The' crfie data used in

this onograph cover the years 1973 through 1978.

he totaliannuaI sample se for the national surveys is about 60,000

households 'containing about 136,000 individuals The total sample is

'composed of six independently Selected subsampies of about 10,000 house-

holds with 22,000 individuals. Each subsample is interviewed twice a

year about'victimizations suffered in the preceding six months.. For
4

, example, in January about 22,000 individuals (in 10,000 households) are

interviewed. In ,the- following month, and in each of the next four succeeding

months, an independent probability sample of the same size is interviewed.

5
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In_July, the housing unIss originglly, interviewed in January are revisited

and interviews are repeated; likewise, the original:February sample units

are revisited in,August, theMarch units in September, etc. Each time

.they are interviewed in the national survey, respondents are asked about,

victimizations that they may have suffered' during the ,6 months pre ceding.

the month of the interview. Thus, the national survey is conducted using

4 1

a panel design; the pane Consist's of addresses. Interviewers return to
u

the- same housing units every 6 months.' If the family-contacted during

the last interview cycle has moved, the new 'occupants are interviewed.

If the unit no longer exir or is condemned, it is dropped from the

sample, but new un its are'added to the sample periodically. 'for house-

hold units this is accomplished by a.continuing sample new construe-

tion permits. No attemptis made to tce families that have moved.4

Housing units in' the panel are visited a maximum of seven times, after

which they are rotated out of the panel and replaCed by a new, independent

probability sample; maximum time in the sample for any housing unit, then,

is 3 years.
a.

This monograph is concerned with the personal crimes of robbery and

assault; both aggravated and simple. Although data are collected on the

personal crimes of rape, personal larceny, and commercial robbery, these

crimes will nbt be included here because there are not a sufficient number

of cases to provide detailed breakdowns by quarter: Our analysis will,

however, include a rate of total offending in personal crimes, which'con-

sists of the specific crimes of,rape; robbery, aggravated assault,'simple

assault, and petsonal larceny with contact. The household crimes of

00
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ev

4
burglary, larceny from the household, motor vehicle theft and the commercial

.

crime of'burglary will also e excluded from the analysis. Our analysis

c-

z '. requires reports from victims regarding what transpired during this event --

At'

particularly regarding offender characteristics such as the perceived age

of the offender -- and hence only those crimes generally volving.contact

between victims and offenders will yield this information. The details

about what happened during the event are gathered by means of personal

interviews with the victims themselves.

Depending on whether there was one or more than one offender reported
a

by the victim to have been involved in the incident, victims are asked

one of two series of questions relating to offender characteristics (see

NQS household interview schedule in Appendix B). If a lone offender'

victimized the respondent, the offender's characteristics are simply

ti

recorded. If =Ire thanone offender was involved, it is of course

possible to have offenders of d fferent ages, sexes and races. Because

age is used repeatedly thrOugho t this monograph, Appendix C explains

in detail how each of the offender age variablei' was created.. In general,

the tables and figures shown in this monograph in which both lone and

multiple-offender incidents are included, use the age of the oldest

multiple offender. Preliminary analysis shows that more often than not

multiple offenders fall' into the'same age group; for this reason, whether

tie youngest Or the oldest multiple offender is used has little impact
40

on the results (see Appendix C for more details).

The analysis of offender characteristics in this research monograph

will be based exclusively on rates of offending. That is, each crime

rate will take into account the number of potential offenders in the

17
(1
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N
p

specific age, race and sex population subgroup of interest. The rates

of offending used in this report are designed tp parallel arrest data

as closely as possible. That is, given that the survey data are in-

capable of providing information on the number of distinct offenders in,

1'.
volved in offenses suffered by different victims, the rates of offending

take into account the total number of offenders in,each age-race-sex

subgroup theoretically subject to arrest for the offense reported to
AP:

survey interviewers. This is accomplished by taking into account all

offenders of each age-race-sex subgroup fOr each incident reported. For

examPle if one victim resorts having been victimized by one white male

adult and two white female juveniles and another victim reports having

been victimized by one black female adult and one white male. adult,

the age -race -sex subtotals of'offhnders for these victimizations would

be two white male adults, two white female juveniles, and one black,female

'1
adult. This' subtotaling plocess continues across all incidents reported

to survey interviewers grid results in an estimate of the total number

of offenders for each age-race-sex subgroup.
6

These subgroup totars

serve as the numerators for the rates of offending reported in this mono -

graph;
7

the denominators are estimates of the numbtr of persons in the

general populatiOn (i.e., potential offenders) in each age-race-sex sub-

,group.
8

Rates of offending'are computed per 1004,900 potential offenders

and they convey the.extent to which persons with p'articulaf demographi,

characteristics are disproportionately involved as offenders in personal

victimization (8indelang and McDermott, 1981).

On the basis of the details of precisely, what transpired -- whether

force or threat of force was used by the offende whether some theft

was attempted or completed, whether serious inj

18
was sustained, etc. --
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crimes are classified according to definitions used in the Uniform Crime

/Reports (FBI, 1978). The elements constituting these definitions

are shown in Appendix E for each of the major types of crime used herein.

Because the major economic indicators to be examined in this research

are age-race-sex specific unemployment rates,, the Consumer Price Index,

agd the Gross National Product, a somewhat detailed description of the

official data collection procedures used to compile these figures will

be provided.

B. Unemployment Statistics

I

The hational unemployment statistics used in this report are collected

by.the Buread of the Census in their Current Population SurV'ey for the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly surveys are conducted utilizing a

randomly selected sample cif persons representing the civilian non - institu -,

tional population.
9 Respondents are interviewed concernin the employment

status of each member of he household 16 years of age and older.
10

These

datacare based on empl ent activity or status during the calendar week

which includes the 12th of the Month.

There are about 50,000 occupied households eligible for Al interview

each month representing 4'61 areas in 923 counties and independent cities,

4

,with coverage in 50 states and the District of_Columbia. During each

month there is a non-interview rate of about 4 percent. The s mple itself

varies from month to month. There is a rotation plan that provides for

A percent of the sample to,be common from one month to theineXt, with

'50 percent of the overall Sample in common with the same month of the

previous yea)),

r

19 .
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The Civilian Labor Force, which is used as the basis for computing

the unemployment rates, is composed of all persons classified as employed

r0(
or unemployed, according to the following defihition. Employed persons

consist of those falling into the following three categories: a) all

those who during the survey week did any work at all as Paid employees

in their own business, profession, or farm, or who worked 15 hours or

more as unpaid workers in an enterprise operated by a member of the

family, b) all those who were not working but who had jobs or businesses

from which they were temporarily lbsent because of illness, bad weather,

vacation, labor-management dispute, or personal reasons, whether or not
3

they were being paid, andoghether or not they were looking for other jobs,

c) employed citizens of foreign countries temporarily in the U.S. and

not living on Embassy premises. Persons not considered employed are those

whose work consisted of working around one's own'home, those peiformini

volunteer work for charitable orgarilzations, inmates of institutions, and

members of the armed forces (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980a:152).
- .

Unemployed Persons comprise all persons who did not work during the .-

survey week, who made specific efforts to find a job,within the past 4
A

weeks, and who were available for work during the survey week (except

4 for temporary illness). Also incladed in 'the unemployed categ4y were
- a

''fthose who did not work at all, but ere available for work, and (a) were

waiting to report to'a new wage or salary job within 30 days; or (b) were

waiting to,be called bil4k to a job from which they had been laid off (U.S.

Department of Labor, 1980a:152). This category does not include persons

in school who are looking for work to begin at the eipd of school- year,

because they do not meet the availability standard. Anyone not classified
,
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as emplo or unemployed according to the above criteria is not considered

to be In the Civilian Labor Force. The unemployment rate is calculated

by dividing the number Of unemployed persons by the Civilian Labor Force.

Because the data collected are age-race-sex specific, it is possible to

construct age-race-sex specific unemployment rates for any subgroup of

the population, 14 years of age or older.

C. Other Economic Indicators 4

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is PLivi4ed by the U.S. Department of

Labor through the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This index measures average

changes in prices paid for goods and services by urban wage carriers and

clerical workers, including families and single-persons living alone
11

(U.S...Department of Labor, 1980b:147). These goods and services are

classified as customarily "purchased tying," and iiiclude such

'items as food, shelter, utilities,,and clothing.}

Prices are collected in sa urban areas across the country. A national
'

...0
.

. index is constructed using a weightirfg procedure.
12

The index measures

price changes using 1967 as the base-(19677100). For exampltan increase
,o

of 15 percgriiis shown as 115.0. An increase in prices can a]Ao be,ex-

pressed in dollars -= the price of a base period "market.basket" of goods

and Services in the CPI hasrisen frOm$10in4174:7 to $11.5013/(U.S:

Department o( Labor, 1980b:147).
-N

u

,
.

.
,

The GrossNational Product (GNP) is published by the U.S. Department

of Commerce. in conjunction with the'Bureau of nomic Analycis, It is

defined as "the rket value of the goods and services 4e4uZfted by the

labor and property supplied by residents of the United States, befo

.deduction of,deprecfation charges and other allowances for business and

21
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, 2

institutional consbmpti of capital goods" (U.S. Department of Commerce,

1978:1). It comprises the purchase of goods and services by consumers

and government, gros.private domestic investment, and net exports. The
.

GNP used in this report' is mea red in constant dollars, using 1972 as a

base. Vat js, subsequent years are adjusted using a price index based

on t dollar value of gbods in 1972.
14

al r
A11 xhe economic and crime data in this report cover the years 1973

*It"-

through 1978; All compaations and figures based on quarterly data (those

L

presented in Sections III, IV,'and V), are determined by the calendar

year (i.e., the first quarter contains the months January to March, etc.).

Thus, there are
A

24 data pbints available for analysis.
15

Although using
A

4 /

monthly data 'would increase three, t±iiiss the number of dat' points in

, .

the analysis, quarterly data will be used to increase the reliability of
,

:zr

data by maintaining larger sample slzes for quarterly periods.

Definitional,Concerhs

In the present analysis there are some
,

measurement problems that may

.affect the Victimization survey results., For example, we ow ' relatively

little ,regarding the ability of,victins to accurately d scribe offenders'

age, race, and sex. In principle, it would seem that for personal crimes

the offenders' sex would robably be the east difficult for victims to

report on, ti nhe offenders' race the ext most difficulty and the offenders'

16
age graup the most difficult for victims to report.. . This research does

not attempt to present fine age - distinctions regarding offenders. The NCS

--

survey instrument uses the following age categories: under12, 12 to 14,,

2115 to 17, 18 'to 20, 21 or older, and "don't know." Our analysis uses

only three broad offender agetgroupp juveni.le offenders (12 to 17),

22
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youthful offenders (18 to 20), adult offenders (21 or older) -- in

order to-minimize misclassification of offenders' age group.

In addition, there are three interrelated limitations regarding
-

the'se of NCS data in connection with 'studying offender characteristics.

First, because the source of the data is the victim's report, ctaly_g.vamall

_number of visible offender characteristics are available -- sex, race,

age group, number of offenders, andsrelaTnship (II any) to the victim.

Second, because these data depend on reportsof victims, the data analyzed

include only offenses in which the victim sees the offender; generally, 4

this means rapecrobbery, assault, and personal larceny. Third, questions

related to incidence versus prevalence cannot be resolved with these.'

data; for example, WIether the over-abundance of ttales among offenders is

due to a small proportion of'males rep eatedly pfNending or due to a large

proportion of males offending a small number of times cannotip resolved

with these data. Even within these limitations, however, the NCS data

bold potential that is not found in self-report or police,arrest data

.
(Hindelang and McDermott, 1981).

Similarly, there are problems as to what exactly the economic In-

dicators described above actually measure.*;For exmple, a general criticism

of uhemploymen
.e.

rates is that
/
they are not; for all purposes, appropriate
-

4 measures of labor market conditions (Bregger, 1971; Shiskin, 19)6). It

has been argued that ahemployment rates underestimate the actual jo
/6

less

rate. The basis of this argument is the existence of "hidden unemployed":

,( .

4

persons who would like 40) work but have given up looking for a job. These

people are therefore excluded from the labor forCe. Adult women and teen-

agers, particularly black teenagers, make up-the majority of this category.

23
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The National Ccimmission on Employment and Unemployment Stltistics has

argued that many of the "discouraged"-tiro4er have'some attachment to the

labor'force, but because it is not as great as those actively seeking work,

these persons are not counted. in the unemployment rates (1979:44-45).

4
In addition to these measurements problems, the age-race-sex specific

victimizatian-data are not strictly comparable with tte age-race-sex specific

unemployme(t rates. As mentioned above, juvenile offenders are defined as

those perceived to bef12 to 1,y years of age. This group iscreated by

.combining those offenders perceived to be 12 to 14 with those offenders

perceived to be 15 to 17 (see Offender Age inetthe NCS, Appendix C). Offenders

under 12 are eliminated from the study because persons under 12 are not

eligible for an interview in the NCS survey and there are no unemploypent

data available for these persons. Similarly, there are no unemployment

data railable for persons 12 and 13 years of age. How6ler, 12 and 13

year old offendeiS are included in the crime rate data becausrin order

to eliminate them would also me:pto exclude offenders who are 14 years

old (see NCS interview schedule, Appendi?c,B). This group of 14 year old

offenders ,represent an important segment of the juvenile offending popula-

tion (see Wolfgang, Figlio and Sellin, 1972:109-118). The comparable

'unerlipltyment age categories are: 14 to 17, 18, to 20, and 21 or older.

A second proflem in comparability concerns the race categories used

.

___in the Nes data and. the unemployment statistics. Respondents interviewed

---------.

In tie- NCS were classified into three racial categories - white, black,-'

and other.
li Because so few of the respondtnts are classified as "other".

sr
(mainly Orientals and American Indians), these data are excluded from

A 5

the analysis. Therefore, the victirtbzation
/

data in this report are

24
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,classified into white and black racial groups, whereas the unemployment

figures are dichotomized into white and nonwhite, in'order to take advantage

of the finer age categories collected, but not published, for the Bureau

of Labor Statistics.

How can this lack of precise fit between the indicators be expected

to affect the analysis? Pearson's product moment correlations were Computed

on four age and sex groups for both black and nonwhite categories in order

to test the correlation between black unemployment rates andnonwhite un-

employment rates. The following correlation coefficie#ts were obtained:

'a) males 16 to 19 years of age (.88), b) females 16 to 19 yers of age

(.96), c).males 20 years of age or older (1.0), and d) females 20-years

k

of age or older (1.0). Based on these findings, it would appear that for

our purposes the nonwhite unemployment rates will be an acceptable proxy

for the black unemployment rates. That is, the advantages of using the

finer age groups provided for nonwhites appear to outweigh the disadvantages

of using the.availile black unemployment data with non-comparable age

categories.

III. TotaNates of 'Offending and National Economic Indicators
,...

Figures r and 2 present graphical displays of trends in NCS rates

of offending and national economic indicators as measured idquarterly

rates, for the years 1973 through 1978. The rates of offending presented

in Figure 1 are for persons who are 12 years of age orolder
18

for total

crimes (rape, robbery,'aggravated assault, simple assault, and personal

larceny) and Selected crime.types. Examination of Figurel indicates

that rates of offending: for total crime, aggravated assault and robbery

slightly decline for the years 1973 to 1976, and then begin to show an

VP.
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a Incluaes the crimes of rape, robbery, aggravated and simple assault, and personal Tarceny.
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Gross National Product
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0
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increase for the years 1977 to 1978. Simple assault, on the other hand,

remains relatively stable from 1973 to 1976 and then also begins to in-

crease during the last two years under examination, 1977 and 1978.

Figure 2 illustrates trends in the major economic indicators over

the same time period.
-The-Consumer-Price-Index, and for the most part,

the Gross National Product steadily increase over the six year period

under study. The decline in Gross National Product during 1974 is in-

dicative of the recession felt in this country during that time period.

The graph of unemployment provides further illustration of the recession

taking place at this time, with the largest jump in unemployment occurring

between the 4th quarter of 1974 and the 1st quarter of 1975. After 1974,

the unemployment rates has been steadily declining.

Zero-order Pearson product moment correlation coefficients (Pearson's

r) were computed to investigate the relationship between these economic

4er indicators and the NCS rates of offending/ These coefficients are presented

in Table 1. When unemployment correlated with all types of crime under

investigation (tow', aggravated assault, simplit assault and robbery), a

.negative relationship is found. That is, an increase in one of the series

is accompanied by a decreasein the the ries. This inverse relation-

ship is statistically significant (p < .10) for the total crime rate of

offending and the aggravated assault rate of offending.

Although a significance level of .10 may seem high (and hence increases

the glance of rejecting the null hypothesis), it will be used_ throughout

this report to determine statistical significance. This7study is an

.exploratory analysis examining for the first time the relationship between

quarterly economic `indices and quarterly NCS rates
ofkoffending, and therefore

it is better to err on the side of identifying for future research more rather

28
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Table 1 Zero-order correlation coefficients between quarterly.
NCS rates of offending .(per 100,000 potential offenders
in the population) and economic indicators, by type of
crime, national data 1973-1978

Type of
me

Economic Indicators
Total

unemployment
Consumer Gross National Product
Price Index (constant dollars)

TOtal per,sonal -.52*b -.16 .02

crimea -.50*c .60* .38*

-Aggravated -.48* .03 .18

aVault -.56* .64* .37*

Simple -.28 .42*

assault -.49* .48* .33

Robbery -.31 -.77* -.67*
.14' .11 .00

alncludes thecrimes of rape, robbery, aggravated and simple assault,
and personal larceny.

b
Zero order /correlation coefficients on raw data.

FZer order correlation coefficients on logarithmic transformed data
(base 10).

Significant at the .10 level.

e.

29
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than fewer relationships. Also, given the contradictory findings in previous

research (see Appendix A) as to the expected direction of the relationship

between crime and economic indices, a two-tailed test of significance will

be used in this repcirr%

Looking now at the'economic indices of CPI and'GNP, the data shoW

comparable results for these two indices wheal they are correlated with

the four rate of offending categories. Both the CPI and GNP,are positively

correlated with both assault crimes and negatively correlated with the

robbery rate of offending. The coefficients for simple assault, and robbery

are statistically significant (p < .10), with robbery showing the highest

correlations.'

Interpretation of the zero-order correlations (derived from the raw

data) presented in Table 1 must be undertaken with caution. Visual scrutiny

of Figures 1-And 2 indicates that the series, for the most part, have

yearly trends. That is, the series show a tendency either to decline or

increase over ea t\ year 1973 through 1978. Also, there appears to be

differing variability along quarters for the years under study, particularly

observable in the rate of offending series. For instance,.the rate of

"2,f/fending for simple assault ranges from 1,732 to 1,796 in 1t76 and.from

1,724 to 2,180 in 1977. The fact that the series possess a trend component,

as well, as differing quarterly variance within each year, may partially

account'for the strong relationships observed in the correlation coeffi-
-s,

cients presented in Table 1.

One possible explanation for the yearly trends found in the rate of

offending series is inherent in theVCS methodology. There is reason to -_

believe that as the length of titnt# respondents are in the sample increases,.

-3
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the rates of victimization, calculated from interviews within that sample,

decrease.
19

That is, respondents are less likely to'report victimize-
41110

tions the longer they remain in the sample. The sampling and rotation

structure of the NCS from 1973 to 1978 was such that the mean length of

time respondents were in the sample changed every 6 months. For example,

respondents interviewed during the fixst 6 months of 1976 had been in.

the sample an average length of time that is more than double the average

length of time respondents in erviewed dufing the first 6 months of 1973

had been in the sample. Gi en that rates of victimization for a specific

panel tend to decline each time that panel is interviewed,.and.given that

the average length of time respondents have been in the NCS sample,varies

from month to month, there is reason to believe that the absolute level

of the rate of offending series may be biased.

s A

Fleischer (1963, 1966) argues that a major shortcoming of previous

research examining the relationship between unemployment and crime is

the failure to include a trend'variable in the estimation equation. A

trend variable takes into 'account the possibility that the series in

question may be increasing or decreasing as a function of time (Figure 2

illustrates that the steadily increases over'time). Fleischer (1963,

1966) accounted for the trend component in his series byineluding a

time variable among his predictors: Failure to take into account a trend

variable when analyzing series measured over time may result in the estima-
. ,

tion of a spurious relationship (Gillespie,' 1975, Rao and M ler, 1971).

'That is an, observed relationship may be the product of the eries naturally

progressing over time, because of factors such as population growth, and

not-the effect of one seriesson the other.

tie
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A trend component is presbnt in the majority of series under investi-

gation in thii report. In addition, the t4CS rate of offending series

contain absolute levels of offending that may be biased due to the re-

spondents length of time in the sample. Therefore, the problem is twofold.

dInclusion of a time variable in the estimation equation would not adequately

address the problems inherent in the NCS data. For this reason the data

were xransformed to remove the yearly trend and to reduce the absolute

level of variability across quarters.
Ai

,/ c
I

.,., .
.

\./
First, the quarterly data points for all economic and crime series

vai

were expressed in logarithmic form (base 10). Yearly means'were then

calculated, using the logarithmic data, for each of the years 1973 to

197,8. Quarterly deviations from the mean were then computed for each of

the years. Removal of the yearly medt in this manner eliminates the

yearly trend from the series. '1'1-let is, inter-year variation has been

extracted and the yearly series is now stationary. For example, a year

with a high crime rate may yield quarterly deviations equal to those of a

year with a low crime rate, if,the variability among quarters were equivalent

for both years. Thus, the absolute level of offending, which may have been

biased, has been removed.

-a ted,

Changes in absolute levels across years for all variables were

the resulting data representing relative quarterly deviations

from the yearly mean as opposed to absolute quarterly deviations. With

the'absolute deviations, a year exhibiting a greater amount of variance

among quarters would yield large quarterly deviations, whereas a year with

.

slight quarterly variance would yield small quarterly deviations. However,

use of logarithmic! deviations will reduce such variability. Quarterly

deviations derived from logarithmic data cap be.viewed as percentage

32
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changese from the mean, whereas quarterly7deviatioris derived from the

.

original data are dependent upon the ab olute level/of"offending, as well ,

as the quarterly variability. Take th following case as a hypothetical

example. Suppose the average offending rate for year A is 15 and the

comparable average for year B is 150. The absolute rate of offending

in the first quarter of year A is 5
/
(one third the yearly average), where-

as the first quarter rate of offending for year B ip 50 (one third the

yearly average). Taking absoluteiquarterly(deviationg from the yearly
./

mean for years A andB yields vafues.of -10 and -100 respectively. Note

that the absolute deviation .froif year B is much laiger than that from

/ny% A, even though the first quarter rates of offending were both one

third the size of their respective yearly averages. Transforming the

data td logarithmic form /and theh taking quarterly deviations from the

yearly mean yields -. for both years.. For this example, analyzing the

quarterly_deviationt of logarithmic rates shows similarities in the patterns

of offending, the patterns are based upon ratios. In effect, 1m argue

that event ugh the absolute levels uftbe rate of offending' series may
die
be bias" relative quarterly changes from the yearly averages may be un-

affected. Transformation of the data, as described above, should yield,
O
by sharply reduCing the possibility of ,estimating a spurious relationship,

a more accurate picture as to the relationship between concomitant fluctua-

tions in economic ITdices and rates of offending.

In addition to presenting zero-order correlations for the raw data

set, Tatile 1 a1so presents correlation coefficients for the logarithmic

data (quarterly deviations from the:respective yearly,means). The co-,'

efffeients derived from the logarithmic data yield consistent results

for each crime type within the economic indices. 'Unemployment is negatively

1
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correlated with the total rate of offending, as well as both assault rates

it

of offending. Robbery, however, is pos4tively correlated with unemploy-
-

ment, but e correlation is of an insignificant magnitude. Both the

CPI and the GNP indicators are, positively correlated witheach of the

crime types, with C7 exhibiting correlations of a greater magnitude'

for each crime category.

Comparing the correlation coefficients computed with the raw data

and the transformed data, it is evident that removing the yearly differ-

ences in the data did alter the relationships, found between the economic

indices and the rates of offending. Most notable are the changes in the

correlations found for robbery. The high negative correlations found

between the robbery rate of offending and the GNP and CPI disappear when

the yearly trends are removed from the series. This suggests that the

original relationship, derived from the raw data, could be a product of

the trend in each series.

In addition to containing a trend component, the is also reason

to believe that both the rate of offending and the unemployment series

contain seasonal patterns. This is particularly true for unemployment

rates (which are.used as the exclusive economic indicator in the follow-

ing two sections of this report). T? control for the seasonal component

present ineach of the tuVs., dummy variables were introduced to repre-

41
sent the four quarters (see e.g., Johnston, 1972; Rao and Miller, 1971).

2o

Use of these dummy variables as controlling variableg in the multiple

regression equation removes the seasonal component from both the dependent

and independent variable (Rao and Miller, 1971:105). As a result, we

can examine the relationship between'the economic indices and the rates of

34
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0

offending with the regular recurring seasonal pattern controlled in each

q -

series. For example, it may be that unemployment is always higtest in

the first quarter of each year. Given this assumption, we would want

to examine fluctuations in the unemployment 'series controlling for the

spike that occurs every first quarter. Failure to account for,seasonal

C patterns in the series may result in the estimation of a spurious re-
.

lationship (Rao and Miller, 1971). As was the case with trend, an ob-

served relationship may be the result of seasonal regularity in two series

and not the effect of one series on the other.

A multiple regression analysis was used to examine the relationship Ci

between each economic index and, the rates of offending ffter controlling

for the effects of seasonality. The first step the analysis w-as to

regress the 'rate of offending in question on the seasonal variables. Next,

the same rate of offending was regressed on the seasonal variables and

one of the economic indices. Comparison of the variance explained (R
2
)

yielded by each of these regressions shows the residual effect of the

economi index on the rate of offending, once seasonal regularity h4s been

controlled.

Tables 2 through 5 present the results from this multiple regression

procedure between each rate of offending and each economic index. Look-

ing first at the total rate of offending (Table 2), we find that when

the crime rate is regressed on seasonality and each economic index in

turn, a significant (p < .10) proportion of the variance in the total

rate of offending is explained. The proportion of varianc explained

in the total rate of offending varies very slightly depen ing on which

economic index was used, ranging from a low of 51% (unemployment and A

35
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Table 2 Multiple regression'iesults of NCS quarterly rates of total offending

in personal crimesa (per 100,000 potential offenders in the popula-

tion) regressed on each economic indicator and seasonal dummy vari-

ables, national data 41973-1970,

Proportion of variance explained (R2)

R2 of total personal iR2 of .total,personal offending

offending regressed on regressed_on economic indicator --_

seasonal dummies and seasonal dummies R change

Consumer Price Index .56* .05

.51* Gross Natiotial Product' .51* .00

jonstant dollars)

:Total unemployment .51 *. .00

alncludes the crimes of rape, robber*, aggravated and simple assault,'

and personal larceny.
0

The data were transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before re-

gresion analysis.

*Significant at the

36
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seasonality) to a high of 56% (CPI and seasonality). However, Table 2

also shows that seasonality alone accounts for 51 percent of the explained

variance in the total crime rate. Looking at the R
2

change for each of

the separate economic indices, it isoevident that the addition ofhat

particular variable to the regression equation adds little, if any, in

the way of explanatory power. That is, the res ual effect of each

economic variable (unemployment, CPI, GNP) on the crime rate is negligible.

This.suggests that once quarterly fluctuations in the-total rate of offend-

ing and the economic indices in question are controlled,*the economic

index is unrelated to the total rate of offending.

Examination of Tables 3 , and 5 indicates that this same pattern

hcilds true for the aggravat ssault rate of offending, the simple assault

rate of offending, and thp robbsy rate of offending. None of the economic

(indices has Any effect on these,rates of offending once seasonality is

controlled; that is, the CPI, GNP, and total unemployment rate are found

to be independent of the crime specific rates of offending.

In addition to examining the relationship between economic indices

and crime specific rates of offending in the same quarter, lagged relatiOn-

ships were also examined. This was done to test for the possible delayed

effect of economic conditions on rates of offending. Time lag periods

from one to six quarters were examined. Generally speaking, none of the

lag periods produced results substantially different from those found

when the variables were from the same quarter. For this reason, examina-

tion of lagged relationships in subsequent sections%of this report will

not be pursued.
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quarterlyTable 3 Multiple regression results of NCS quarterlir rates of aggravated assault

offending (per 100,000 potential offenders in the population) regressed'

on each economic indicator and seasonal dummy variables, national data

19TS-19788

Propo illg.

of aggravated assault
regressed on seasonal
dummies,

on of variance explained (11Z)

R2 of aggravated assault regressed
on economic indicator and seasonal

_dummies
2
R change

.55*

Consumer Price Index

Gross National Product
(constant dollars)

Total unemployinent

`;'58*

.57*

.57*

..03

.02

.02

aTfie data werellirsformed to logarithmic"(base 10) form before regression

analysis. ,

*Significant at the .10 level.

Amp
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Table 4 Multiple regression results of NCS quarterly rates of simple assault

offending (per 100,000 Ootent41 offenders in the population) regressed

on each economic indicator and seasonal dummyyariables,4national data

1973-1978a

O

,a

Proportion of variance explained (R2)

R2 of simple assault
regressed on seasonal
dummies

R2 of simple assault regressed on
economic indicator andiseasonal
dummies R

2
change

Consumer Price Index .53* .06

.47* Gross National Product
-(constant dollars),

Total unemployment

.47*

.48*

.00,

.01
7-7 6

.
aThe data were Wiansformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before re-

_ gression analysis.

4

Significant at the .10 level.

C
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Table 5 Multiple regression results of NCS quarterly rates of robbery offending

(per 10d,000 potential offenders in the popu tion) regres on each

economic indicator and seasonal dummy variabl fna ional a 1973-1978a

tir

O

"
Proportion of Variance explained (R2)

R2 of robbery R2 of robbery, regressed on , \

regressed on seasonal economic indieatdr and asona

dummies dummies R2 chan e

Consumer Price Index .12 ,
1

.01

.11 Gross National Product .13 \ A .02

,(constant dollars) , .

. ,

r

NA,

Total unem o iient .15 .04
.°

1

aThe data were transformed to logarithmic (base 10 ) \form ore

regression (analysis.

f

r.
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J
When studying the relationship between variables measured over time,

o

one must be aware of statistical problems which may distort the findings.

C

One'-such problem is he gossIble autocorrelation of the error terms pro-

duced.by thecultipf oregression equation. The traditional method of

testing for autocorrelation in the disturbance terms is the Durbin-Watson

statistic. Because the R
2

changes in this section of the report were not

statistically significant, it was not necessary to testrfor autocorrelation'

IV..Unemployment and Crime--fin Age, Race, Sex Specific Analysis

Up to this point we have examined rates of offending and economic

indices without regard to demographiccharacteristics. This section of

the report examines the relationship between quarterly rates of offend-

ing for age-race-sex specific populatiOns and their age- race -sex specific

unemployment rates. As in the preceding section, the rates of offending

include a total yate of offending in personal crimes as well as rates

of offending for the crime specific categories of aggravated assault,

simple assault, and robbery.
e

'It has been suggested (Glaser and Rice, 1959; Guttentag, 1968;

Gillespie, 1975) that when relating economic conditions and crime, one A
o r

must differentiate the variables in question by age. That is. correlat

juvenile unemployment rates' with juvenile rates of offending aad adul

unemployment rates with adult rates of offending. Glaser and Rite (1959)

found that an increase in juvenile unemployment was adcompanied by a

decrease in juvenile crime. Other research (Phillips, Votey and Maxwell,

',1972).Hts shown that increasing juvenile unemployment leads to increases

in- the number- of crimes committed by that age group. As is evident from
A

)

.the literature (see Appendix A),'there is controversy as to just how

41
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(

employment conditions affect juvenile crime. For adults, however, the .

research results are more consistent, particularly after 1955. Studies

focusing on adults seem to suggest there is indeed a direct relationship

betwden unemployment and crime (Gillespie, 1975), although the question

of the magnitude of the relationship is still largely unsettled. The

data presented in this section of the report will attempt to shed-light

on some of these unresolved issues.

The rates of offending -- total, agftrated assault, simple assault,

robbery--will be those for male offenders only. Analyzing female rates

t
of offending, as measured by victimization surveys, is extremely'diffi-

cult with quarterly data. The small number of female offenders reported

in the survey each quarter yield rates of offending with large standard

errors. For this reason, our analysis will focus on juvenile, youthful,

and adult male offenders. These three .groups will be examined for both

blacks and whites.

As in the previous section, the first step in any yzing the relation-

ship between unemployment rates and crime rates is Ito inspect the data

e'

,visually. The data show that for, the years in quest , 1913 through 1978Fr

white offending rates increase slightly or.remain stable over time, whereas

black offending rates decrease (data not presented in graphic form). In

addition, seasonal patterns are present in many of the series, especially

the age-race-sex specific uneiiii-ent ratds. For these reasons, a data

transformation analogous to that in the previons40ection was performed

on these data. That_is, the quarterly data points for each of the series

in question were transformed into logarithmic form- (base 10), yearly means

Were calculated with the logarithmic data, and quarterly deviations from

the mean were computed for each of the years 1973'eO 1978. Presentation
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of the zero-order correlation coefficients for the raw data and the

logarithmic data will not be necessary here. Table -1 was presented for

the sole purpose of allowing the reader to follow the steps undertaken

during data transformation. Because interpretation of these zero -order,

correlation coefficients can be misleading, and because our purpose is

to examine the relationship between crime and unemployment after yearly-
_

trends and seasonality have been removed from each series, comparable

tables are not presented in Sections IV and V of this report. In each .0 4/0,

of these sec ons, a multiple regression procedure, introducing dummy

seasonal variables'(similar to those used in Section III), is used.

Looking first at the total rate of offending in Table 6; we, find

that whit rates of offending have a larger proportion of their variance

explained by seasonality and unemployment than do blacks. But what is

the effect of unemployment on rates of offending Once the seasonal com-

ponent has been removed from each series? The data in Table 6 show that

the R
2 change values from the regression of total crime on seasonality

and the regression of crime on seasonality and unemployment are small.

For these age-race-sex specific rates of total offending, there areLtra

significant changes in R
2

. This suggests that once seasonality in offend-

ing and unemployment rates are controlled for, unemployment is unrelated

to the total rate.of offending for the subgroups in question (juvenile,

youthful, and adult Male offenders for both blacks and whites). .

The data in Tables 7 and 8 show the resulti of a similar multipld

regression analysis bdtween age-race-sex specific assault rates of offend-

ifig (both simple and aggravNted assault separately) and their correspond-
.

ing, age-race-sex specific unemploymgnt rates. Once again, after remov.&.

4 3
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table 6 _Multiple regrepsion results of NCS quarterly rates of total offepding
. in personal crimesa for males (per 100,000 potential offenders in each

population suUgrOup) regressed on quarterly rates of male unemployment
and seasonal dummy variables,.by race and age of offender,, national data

1973_1978b

a

Proportion of variance explained (R2)

2
Race, and $2, of total personal offending

aye of offender regressed on seasonal dummies

R2 of total personal offending
regressed on unemployment and
seasonal dummies R2 chan e

White males:
12 to 17 .31* .32* :01

18 to-20 .48* .48* .00

21 or older .80*. .80* .

r
. .00

Black Males:
12 to 17 .05 .06 .01

18 to 20 :44* .47* .03

21 or older .24 .27 .03

a
Includes he crimes of rape, robbery, aggravated and simple assault, and personal larceny.

bThe data were tl'ansformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regression analysis. 4

Significant at the .10

44
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Table 7 Multiple regression results of fiCS quarterly rates of aggravated assault offending
for males (per 100,000 potential offenders in each population subgroup) regressed
on quarterly rates of male unemployment and seasonal dummy variables, by race and
age of offender, national

4
data 1973-1978a

Race and
r age of offender

'Proportion of variance explained (R2)
Rz of aggravated assault regressed : R2 of aggravated.assault regressed
On seasonal dummies on unemployment and seasonal dummies R

2
change

White males:
12 to 17 ' .09 \ .11 .02

18 to 20 .59* .59* .00

21 or older .48* .51*, .03
,

Black males:
1

12 to 17 .01 .14 .13
r

18 to 20 .52* f,.52* .00

21 or older ,14 .15 .01

4The data were transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regression analysis.

*
Significant at the .10 level.
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Table 8 Multiple regression results of quarterly rates of simple assault

offending for males (per 100,000 potential offenders in each

population subgroup) regressed on quarterly rates of male unemploy-

ment and seasonal dummy variables; by race and age of offender,

.national datfi 1973-1978a

Race and
-age of offender

Proportion of variance explained (R2)

RZ of simple assault regressed
on seasonal dummies

RZ' of simple assault regressed
on unemployment and seasonal dummies R

2
change

White males:
12 to 17 .30* .37* .07 ..

A.8 to 20 .27* .28 .01

21 or older .73* '''. .73* .00

Black males:
12 to 17 .15 .17 .02

18 to 20 .33* .34* .01

21 or older .37* .37* :00

aThe data wefehttafigformatto logdLithmic--(base-I0) formbefore-regressian_analysis

i
Significant at the JO level.



Table 09 Multiple regression results of NCS quarterly rates of robbery offending
for males (per 100,000 potential offenders in each population subgroup)
regressed on quarterly rates of male unemployment and seasonal dummy
variables, by race and age of offender, national data 1973-1978a

Race and
age of offender

Proportion of variance explained (R2)
,R2 of robbery regrebsed

R2 of robbery regressed on unemployment and
on seasonal dummies seasonal dummies

White males:
12 to -17

18 to 20

21 or older

Black males:

12 to 17

18-to 20

21 or older

.24 .35*

.06 .11

.23 .37* .

.11

.12

.63*'

R
2

change

.05

.14*

r

.12 .01 .

.15 .03.

.64* .01

aThe data were transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regression analysid.

Significarit at the .10 level.
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*so

of the seasonal Compodent from unemployment rates and rates of offeWing,

the residual effect of unemployment rates on rates of offending for

simple and aggravated assault is insignificant for all male age and race
.-.

subgroups. Even though many of the multiple R2 values for the regression

',r,,,,
.

of offending-rates (both simple and aggravated assault) on seasonality and

unemployment simultaneously yield high results, and indeed significant

F - ratios (not presented in tabular form), our analysis indicates that

these high multiple R
2
values are due almost,exclusiv ly to seasonality,

and not unenploghent;

Table 9, examining the personal crime of robbery, suggests that

robbery has a weak relationship with unemployment, although the results

are incons-istent across offender age groups. For juvenile white males,
1.

age 12 to 17, and adult white males, age 21 or older, unemployment rates
\

explain a significant (p < .10) proportion of the Varlet

rate of offending, after seasonal effects are revved.
21

The resultant

on n MISS er

regression coefficient indicate that the relationship between unetploy-

ment and robbery is po itive for juvenile white males and negative for

adult white males. For black males of all ages, and white males age

18 to 20, our analysis suggests that unemployment is unrelated to the,

robbery rate of Offending.

In summary, the data show that for the total rate of offending in

personal crimes and the crime specific rates of aggravated and simple

assault, knowledge of the unemployment rate' for a specific male, age

and race subgroup does not aid in explailng the corresponding male,
.,.

. .

age and race subgroup rate of offending. Only' for the robbery rate of

offending, and Only then for white males 12 to 17 and white males 21 or

4 9
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4
older, does the specific subgroup unemployment rate play a significant

role in predicting'the crime rate. It is interesting to note that the

relationship found betw crime and unemployment for adult white males

is in the opposite direction as would have been expected from`a reading .

of the literature (Gillespie, 1975). The negative relationship found

for juveni hlte males is supportive of some previous work (Gl.aser and

Rice, 1959) and in opposition to other studies. (Fleischer, 1963; Phillips,
0

0

Votey, Maxwell, 1972).' Once again, a cautionary n "ft necessary when

Interpreting these NCS findings. The laws of pcobability again point

to the possibility that these significaht relatiodships,could be due to

chance. It is possible thatfor each male, age and race subgroup under

investigation, the rate of unemployment is not related to the rate of

4

offending-for the crimes of aggravated assault, simple assault and robbery,

as. ell as, 2 a.

totklate7of offending index.

.1" ,

Pr

V. Adult Unemployment and Juvenile Crime

In addition, to examining die correlatiortbetween age, race, and

7,0
sex specific. unemployment:ratep, and corresponding age, race, and sex

specific rates of criminal Offending, the relationship between adult
e/

unemployment and jevenile offelOing can also be assessed with these data.

Although research has been done on. the relationship between total un-

employment and juvenile crime, this tudy.dpecifically examines the
0

relationsHip 'between adult unemployment and juvenile crime. From*a

0

reading of the available literatgre; there is reason to believe that

adult unemployment and juvenile'crime may be negatively related (see

e.g., Carr, 1950, and Glaset and Rice, 1959).
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Unfortunately, few explanations have been offered for this conjec-

.

ture and those that have been presented are teptative. For example, it

has'been suggested that when adults are unemployed, they are.more likely

to spend time at-home. As a result, it isgrgued that/there is an in-

crease in the amount of time the adult spendg with hii-children. Thus,

//
the previously working parent has more of a direct role in supervising

the behavior of family menibersy In other words, the adult controls are

more'dtrect and hence, moresalient to children within the family struc-

ture than when-that-parent was employed and away from home for a large

'portion of time (Lunden, 1938). The overall result of this condition

of adult unemployment then Is a decrease in juvenile crime.
22

As in the previous, section, a multiple regression analysis was per-

formed on the transformed data with the seasonal dummy variables and adult

:unemployment rates.entered.simultanemply into an equation as predictors

of juvenile and youthful crime. The key question asked is -- what is

the effect of adult unemployment on the rates of juvenile and youthful'

offending after the seasonal component has been removed from both series?

The data in Table 10 present the R
2
changes from the regression of the,

Ar

.4k rates_of_offendingseasonality alone and the regression of the 'rates

of cifie-nding on adult unemployment and seasonality for the total crimes

.
of rape, robbery, aggravated assault, simple assault, and personal larceny

<7

with contact.

Overall, the R
2

changes in this table are relati+ely small. Adding

the male adult unemployment rate, for both'whites and blacks, to the

equation does not increase the variation. in the total rate of offending

accounted for by sdaso lity alone. However, the addition of the female

51



Table 10 Multiple regression results of NCS quarterly rates of total offending in personal crimesa
(per 100,000 potential offenders in each population subgroup) regressed on quarterly
rates of adult (21 or older) unemployment (by race and sex) and seasonal dummy variables,
by race and age of male offenders, national data 1973-1978b

Race and
age of offender

White males:

R
2
of total personal

offending regressed
on seasonal dummies

Proportion of variance explained (R2)
R2 of total-v6Sonal offending
regressed on adult unemploy-
ment and seasonal dummies R

2
change

White Black White Black, White Black White
males males females females males males females

Black
female

12 to 17 .31* .32 .38* .01

18 to 20- .48* .49* ~ .50* .01

Black males:
12 to 17 - .05 .05 .21

18 to 24 :44* .45* .45*

.07

, .02

.00

a
Includes the crimes of rape, robbery, aggravated and simple assault, and personal larceny.

b
The data were transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regression analysis.

Significant at the .10 level.

./s
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i

adult unemployment rate to the equation does show an effect for certain

groups. For white males 12 to 17, the addition of the white fe ale adult

unemployment rate increases the propdrtion of variation accounted for

2 2 3,

by seasonality alone\(31%) by 7 percent. However, the R change/was not

statistically significant in this case. Similarly, the addition of the

black femalunemployment rate to the equation txplaining variation in

the total rate of offending by blck males 12 to17 increased the pro-

portion of variance accounted for by seasonality alone (5%) by 16 'per-

cent. This R
2
increase is statistically significant at the .10 level.

Do these results remain Once type of crime is. taken into a ount?

2
changes .from the regression of theme'

sonality alone and-the r gression of

The data in Table 11.1.dispiayit

rates of robbery offending on se

the rates of robbery offending on adult unemployment.and seasonality.

For both groups 12 to _17 years oT age, increases in theroportiop

explained variation.in the robbery rate.ofoel:nding, beyond that accounted

for by seasonality, are revealed. For white males 12 to 17, the addi- .

tion of the white male adult unemployment rate to the 'equation increased

the proportion of variation explained by 12 percent. This R
2

change is

a
statistically significant at the .10 level. Addition octhe whitelemale

adult unemployment rate p
/

roduced a statistically insignificant R
2

change.

For black males 12 to 17, addition of the black femalelpdult unemployment

rate to the equation increased the variation-
explaiyled by 13 percent.

This R
2

change is also statistically significant at the .10 level. When

the black male adult unemployment rate was added, the R
2
change was not

11-0,

sta tic-ally significant. No significant R
2

changis are found for youth-

ful offenders orboth races. Thus,jefor this group of 18 to 20 year olds,

54.



Table 11, Multiple regression results of NCS quarterly rates of robbery offending (per 100,000
potential offenders in each population subgroup) regressed on quarterly rates of adult

q I21 or older) unemployment (by race and sex) and seasonal dummy variables, by race and
age of male offenders, national data 1973-1978a

°

Race and
dge of offender

8- Proportico of variance explained (R1) .

R
2'

of robbery regressed
on seasonal dummies

R2 of rbbbery regressed on

adult unemployment and seasonal
dummies

.

- 2
R

A

change
White Black
males males

White
females

Black

females
White
males

Black
males

White
females

Black
females

White ,males:

12 to 17
.-

18 to 20

Black males:
12 to 17

18 to 20,

p

.24

....

.06

.11

.12

.36*

.06

.12

.30

.06

.24

.12

.12*

.00

.00

.06

,

.00

.13*

.00

he data were 'transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regression analysis.

Significant at the .10 level._.t'

A
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the,additiOn of adult unemployment as an explanatory variable of the

robbery rate of offending is not helpful (i.e., the increase in R
2

is

small and insignificant).

The data were analyzed in a similar fashion for the crimes of

aggravated and simple assault (see Tables 12 and 13). Only one statisti-

cally significant R
2

change (at the .10 level) was found adding the

appropriate adult unemployment rate to the equation. This lone excep-2

tion was the case in which the white female adult unemployment rate was

added to the equation to explain changes in the rate of aggravated assault

offending by white males 18 to 20. The increase in the proportion,of

variance accounted for was 7 percent in this case. However, for the 0

most part, knowledge of the adult unemployment rate does not account for

changes in the rates of juvenile and youthful offending for the crimes of

'aggravated and simple assault. That is, seasonality accounted for most,

if not all, of the variation explained by the equation.

In summary, these data show limited support for the notion that '

_

adult unemployment is related Co the rates of juvenile arid youthful

offending., R
2 changes were examined for 32 specific cases and of these

only four were shown to be statistically significant. These significant

cases are as follows: 1) Changes in the adult unemployment rate for white'

males were Telated to changes in the robbery rate of offending by white

males 12 to 17. The regression coefficient revealed that increases in

white male adult unemployment were associated with increases in robbery

by white males 12 to 17. 2) Changes in the adult unemployment rate for

white females were relatedto changes in the rate of aggravated assault

by white males 18 to 20. This regression coefficient suggested- that



Table 12 Multiple regreapion results of NCS quarterly rates of aggravated assault offending (per
100,000 potential offenders in each population subgroup) regressed on quarterly rates
of adult (21 or older) unemployment (bylrace and sex) and seasonal dummy variables, by
race and age ofmale offenders, national data.1973-1970

9\\
R.- of aggravated assault

Race and '~ regressed on seasonal
age of offender dummies

Proportion bf variance explained (R2)
R2 of aggravated assault

regressed on adUlt unempldy--.

went and seasonal dummies R
2

change
White 'Black White Black/ ' White Black White Black
males males females females males males females females

White male%
12 to 17 .19 .09 .00 .01.10

18 to 20 .59 *.. .59* .66* .00 .07*

Black males:.
12 to 17 .01 .05 .02 .04 .01

to 20 -.52* .54* .52* .02 .00

aThe data aaere transformed to logarithmic (base 10) form before regresstpn analysis.

Significant at the .10 level.
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Tab .e 13 tiplb regression results of NCS quarterly rates ofJsimple assault offending (per

:100, 00 potential offenders in each population subgroup) regreSsed on quarterly rates

of a. It (21 or older) unemployment (by race and sex) and seasonal dummy variables,/

by rac= and age of male offenders, national data 1973-1978a

Race and
age of offender

White males:
12 to 17

18 to 20

Black males:
12 to 17

18 to 20.

Z
2
of simpl assault

regressed on seasonal

dummies males males females females 'males

Proportion of variance explained (R2)

R2 ofimple assault regressed
on adult unemployment-and
seasonal dummies R

2
change

White Black White Black White

.30*

47*

.15

.33*

Black White Black

males females females

.32 .31 `t102 .01

.27 4) .27 .00' .00

-

-Ps

.23 .24 .08 .09 03

.34* .39f! .01 .06

aThe data were 'transformed to°1ogarithmic (base 10) form before :regression analysis.

*Significant at the .10' level.
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as adult unemployment increased for that particular subgroup of thee

populationYthe rate of Aggravated assault for white males 18 to 20 de-
44

creased. 3) Chihges in the rate of adult unemployment for black females

were related to changes in the rate of total offending for black males

12 to 17 in a positive direction. 4) Changes in the rate of adult un-

employment for.black females were positively related to changes in the

__rateof-robbery offending, for those 12 to 17. Given that thete does'not

appear4o be any pattern in the cases of juvenile and youthful rates of

offending that are significantly related to changes in adult unemployment

patterns, and given that three significant regt;essions would'be expected

by chance alone (p < .10), these results do not,provide strong support
0

for those arguing in favor of a stable link between adult unemployment

and juvenile offending.

VI. Concluding Remarks

It has long been assumed that the cyclical nature of the economic

market -- prosperity, recession, prOsperity prOduces concomitant

-Changed in the rate of criminal behavior. The pAst decade in particular_ _

has been characterized by a growing public concern with the effects of

unemployment on crime, especially for juveniles. iven these concerns

there is,a strong need.to examine the relationship betw ?en economic

conditions and criminal behavior.

Research on this topic, while extensive, has produced disparate s.

results (see annotated bibliography, Appendix A, for more information).

What has been especially problematic is the nature of the relationship.

The National Crime Survey data provide h unique vantage point,okem which

to study the effects of economic conditions on Criminal behavior. For
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/ ,example, NCS data are available for crimes not reported to police as well

as crimes that are. Moreover, with these data it is possible to produce

quarterly estimates of age- race -set specific rates of offending. This

Is important in that ,these rates can be correlated with age-race-sex

specific unemployment rates to discover how unemployment is related to

offending for certain subgroups of the population.

Overall, this report fOcused on three major issues._ First, relation-

ships between quarterly fluctuations in the major economic indicators

(Total unemployment, Consumer Price Index, Gross National Product) and

rates of offending in personal crimes were examined. Second, relation-

ships between quarterly movements in age, race, and sex specific un-

employment rates and comparable/age, race, and sex specific rates of

offending were analyzed. Third, We focused onthe issue of adult unemploy-

ment and juvenile' crime. Specifically, sex and race specific adult un-

employment rates and comparable sex and race offending rates for juvenile

and youthful offenders were correlated. Generally, for these relation-

ships, few significant results were found when various economic indices

were correlated-lkit-h-rates-ofoffending
Furthermore, the relationships

found to be statistically-significant can most likely be explained by

the laws of probability. For example, as the number of regression analyses

increased, the numberof significant relationships found increased'as

well. It is worth repeating at this point that the level of significancy

chosen (.10) maked'it easier to reject the null hypothesis, than if the

,05 or%.01 level had been used. This is not to say that the relationships

411

a

discussed here are meaningless; however, it is our view that these findings

shoullibe interpreted judiciously.
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Another word of-caution is necessary for proper interpretation of

the findings presented in this repoft. The reader must be careful not

to succumb to,-the "ec odical fallacy." That is, when a significant

relationship is found between unemployment and a specific rate of Offend-

ing,-there is no way to tell whether those persons committing offenses

are also those persons unemployed. Unfortunately, the NCS contains no

information on the employment status of offenders because only those

offender characteristics visible to the victim during the commission of

he offense are recoil:led; namely, age, race, and sex of offender, victim -

offender relationship, and tie number of offender involved in the in-

cident. Therefore, if a rise in the unemployment rate is accompanied

by a rise in an NCS rate of offending there is no way of specifying

whether the increase in the rate of offending is attributable to employed

Or unemployed persons. As a result, we are not able to make inferences

at the level of individual persons in the time series analysis presented

in this report.

In conclusion, this analysis suggests that relationships between

u Ldi-ratars-turci-NGS-rates-o-f- offending can largely be accounted-

for by patterned variation in both crime and unemployment data over pime.

This held true for total grimeas well as crime specific categories across

all age, race, and sex. specific subgroups in the population examined

here. This findingthat changes in economic indicators were, for the

most part, unrelated to changes in the NCS rates of of trading, was sur-

prising and contrary to a wide body of prior empirical studies (see

Appendix A). Yet there is some support in the literature for these

findings (see Land and Felson, 1976). Examining recent studies
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regarding this issue Qrsagh concludes "unemployment may affect the crime

°rate; but even if it does, its general effect is too slight to be measured.

Therefore, the-proper inference is that the effect of unemployment on crime

rates is minimal at best" (Orsagh, 1980:183). Our findings regarding

unemployment and crime are consistent with Orsagh's conclusions.

This repoft should be viewed only as a first step in the process

of adequately describing the relationship between economic conditions

A

and criminal behavior. Numerous important questions regarding this to

remain unanswered. For instance, will the findings produced here remain

consistent over a longer period of time? Furthermore, if more precise

estimates of economic conditions were available would the same results

apyear? Regardless of the answers to these questions, the need is clear

fior additional research, using improved Twures of key variables. Given

the attention that the problems of unemployment and crime have received

from the perspective of social policy, it is essential that research in

this realm continue in order to provide directions and guidelines for such

policy.
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NOTES

1
For additional information on some of the theory and research addressing the
relationship between, economic factors and criminality, the reader is referred
to Appendix A. Appendix A is a short series of annotations and references
on a samplevof the literature in-this area of inquiry.

For additional information on the similarities and differences between
official and self - report measures of the correlates of delinquency, see

Michael J. Hindelang, Travis Hirschi, and Joseph G. Weis (1979).

3
See Garofalo and Hindelang (1977) and U.S. Bureau of theoCensus (undated)
for additional details about the design and data collection.

This procedure does not completely ignore mobile families. Although no
attempt is made to trace families that move away from an address-in the
sample, a similarly mobile family may move into tat a ress and will be
included in the survey.

5
See Garofalo and Hindelang (1977) for more details.

6
Actually, rather than simply cumulating the raw number of offenders in each
subgroup, the incident weight -- the inverse of the probability that an '

incident will be sampled -- is cumulaled for each sex-race-age subgroup.
This is necessary because, owing to the complex design of the survey, not
every incident has the same likelihood of appearing in the sample.

7
Incidents in which the victim did not know whether there was one or more
than one offender, or in which there was a group of offenders of "mixed",
sexed (i.e., in which there were both males and females) or "mixed" races
were excluded from analysis. These exclusions constituted about 11 percent
of total personal incidents. It was necessary to exclude incidents in Which
the victim did not know whether there was one or more than one offender be-
cause in such cases ehe victim was not asked the sex, race, gr age of the
offender(s). It was necessary to exclude incidents involving multiple
offenders of "mixed" sexes and races because victims were not asked how many
offendert were from each sex or ace group. When offenders were of "mixed"
ages, the age group of e olde t was arbitrarily used in order to prevent
the loss of additiona ases;t ating "mixed" age-group offenders as all
in the youngest age group result d in only minor variations from,the results
obtained when the oldest age-group rule was used.

8
See Appendix D for population bases used n constructing the rates of offend-
ing reported in the figures and tables below. .

9
See BLS Handbook of Methods for Surveys and Studies, Bulletin 1910 (1976a),
and Concepts and Methods used iniLabor Force Statistics Derived from the
Current Population Survey, BLS'report 463 (1976b) for additional information
concerning the Current Population Survey and preparation of these figures.
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'°Employment statistics for persons 14 and 15 years of age,are also collected

in the sdrvey (see,note 9 for additional information). 0

11
Note that certain groups have been excluded from CPI coverage, such as pro-

fessional, managerial and.technical workers, the self-employed, short-term

workers, the unemployed, and retirees and others not in the labor force.

However, effective January 1978, the Bureau of Labor Statistics began publish.-_

ing a new CPI for all urban consumers which is expected to cover approximately

80 percent of the total non-institutional civilian population. The CPI used

here covers about half of that population.

12
For a more detailed discussion of the CPI weighting procedure see BLS Hand-

book of Methods for Surveys and Studies, Bulletin'1910 (1976a).

13For more details on the Consumer Price Index see The Consumer Price-Index:

Concepts and Content Over the Years, Report 517 (1978), and BLS Handbook

of Methods for Surveys and Studies, Bulletin 1910 (1976a).

14
For a mor detailed discussion of the components of the GNP see Readings

in Concepts and Methods of National Income Statistics (1976).

15One problem in this study is the limited'number of data points used in the

analysis. A much larger data set is desirOle for this type 7.` time- series

study; however, because the NCS has onlyTallected national victimization 4

information since 1972, the years 1973 through 1978 were the only full years

available for analysis.

16See Appendix C for some data regarding this issue.

17
In the 1973-78 period, according to Bureau of the Census and NCS counting

--rules, Spanish Americans were classified as wirites. Recent-ehanges'give

more centrality and specificity to ethnicity.

18Note that since so few of the respondents are classified as "other" (approxi-

'mately 1,percent), these persons haveNkeen eliminated from the population

bases used to calculate the rates of offending in Section III of this report.

The numerator of the rates of offending in Section III-contains offenders

identified by the victim as either white or, black.

19For further information regarding NCS panel bias see Woltman and Bushery

(1977)., (

20For further information regarding the use of dummy variables in multiple

regression analysis see Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973).
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21
Examination of the Durbin-Watson statistics for the multiple regressions
yielding significant relationships between rates of offending and econd
indices (kctions.IV and.V) revealed that in only one of thee multiple
regressions, that between the white male adult unemployment rate and the

'wtiite male adult rObberi, rate of offending, was significant, .(p < .05) auq-

correlation present. Therefore autocorrelation was not considered to be

a major problem in this research analysis.
4

22
1

/

Of dourse the effect of adult unemployment may have the opposiire result:
I0konomic, hardship-is increased within the family due'to the,fact o
unemployment, Juveniles may be forced to find their own means to o ain,
necessities and luxuries that the faMily can no longer provide.' Thus,
under conditions of increasing adult unemployment juvenile crime may in-
.

crease as well.

I
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Appendix A

Annotations and References of Literature on the
Relationsh&p between Economic Conditions and

Criminality

by

Thomas C. Castellano
Research Assistant

and

Robert J. son
Research Assistant

Criminal Justice Research Center
Albany, New York
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'Introduction

,In conducting-a review #the literature on the relationship between

economic conditions and criminality one can easily be impressed by the sheer

quantity of the literature., Literally hundreds of studies have been conducted,

ranging from pre-depression-analyses utilizing such economic indicators as

pig iron production to modern econometric studies that employ the` ost sophisti-

cated statistical models and techniques avaijable. Since an exhaustive re-
.

view of this literature'is beyond" the scope of this report, we have compiled

,a short series of,brief annotations representing the major studies. It is

our hope that from this appendix the reader will gain a better understanding

f the major issues, methodologies, and findings associated w h research on

the relationship between economic conditions and crime. In a dition to the

.
annotations, supplementary re4rences have also been provided. The following'

criteria were developed in deciding which studies were to be annotated.

The most general criterion was the congruence of the study's subject

matter with the subject matter of this report -- unemployment and/or general

economic conditions and crime. Thus a large number of works on income leveXs/

distribution and crime have'been excluded froi this bibliography.. In addi-

tion, since an important emphasis in the present report is the relationship

between age- specific crime and.age-specific unemployment rates, studies that

have considered age an important variable in the relationship between economic

conditions and crime are over-represented in this bibliography.

A second / criterion employed was that the study be primarily an empirically -

grounded research efforfrather than a theoretical exposition or critique.

If not an empirical research effort, the work had to have as its focus an

appraisal of empirically=grounded research rather than a theoretical persped-

tive. hus, the works of well-known criminologists often, associated with

70
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theories on the relationship between economic conditions and crime such as

a Bonger (1916), Merton (1957), and Cloward and Ohlin (1960) are not included

in this bibliography.

Another criterion for inclusion was the general quality of the work.

Because determination of quality is an inherently subjective matter, certain

guidelines ware followed. First, the frequent citation of a work by ers

was considered to be an indicator of quality. Second, the adequacy of he

data base and methodology employed was examined.' If inadequate*to the degree

where the researCh question could not be properly addressed, the work was

excluded. A third guideline was the originality of the research question and

methodology. If a new problem or approach was raised the work was more likely

to be included in this bibliography.

Finally, we have included a section of annotations on works that had as

a goal the review of empirical studies that analyzed the relationship between

crime and economic conditions. The reviews provide a succinct summary of the

problems and general findings of research efforts too numerous to be annotated.

For example, there are a multitude of pre-depression and depression era research

efforts that have been-excluded from this bibliography because they have been

exhaustibely reviewed by Thorsten Sellin in his Research MemorandoM on Crime

in the Depression (1937). Thus the focus of this bibliography is more con-
.t

temporary works.

71
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SECTION I: REVIEWS OF THE LITERATURE

Sellin, Thorsten
1937 Research Memorandum on Crime in The Depression. Social

Science Research Council Bulletin 37. Reprinted by Arno

Press: New York (1972).

)
In this discussion ofthe relationship between economic con4A4ons and

criminality an exhaustive review of the literature is offered, as well as

standards and questions researchers Should address. The bibliographical

review led Sellin to conclude that it would be difficult to arrive at any

generalizations on the relationship in question because of the variety of

indices employed in the studies examined and the lack of comparability in

the classification of the offenses. Taking these factors into account, Sellin

feels the only justifiable conclusion bas0 on the evidence is that there

appears to be a negative relationship between-property offenses, especially

the more "violent offenses of that class, i.e., burglary, etc.," and general

economic conditions. Sellin felt it would not be proper to appraise the

significance of conclusions frpm studies focusing on the depression alone

till a "vastly greater array of local investigations" took place. The point

was also made that the use of available, but not adequate, crime and economic

indices is responsible for the fact that most of the studies in question are

of doubtful value.

Demonstrating that the determination of the validity of both the crime

and economic indices presents a methodological problem of the utmost con-

cern, Sellin offers guidelines that minimize the problem:

01) Reco ed data, suitable for the construction of

crime i dices can be furnished only by those
offenses which are considered greatly injurious

to the tate, are of a public nature and induce

the ful est possible cooperation with law enforce-

Tent agencies on'the part of the victim or those

interested' in him. Such indices should be con-

structed' for each offense class falling within

this definition.

2) Series based on the offense as the unit of tabula-

tion are superior to those based on the offender.

3) The value of a cr ate for index purposps
decreases as the -d" stance from the crime itself

in terms of procedure increases.

S
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4) Well conceived, detailed and controlled investi-.
gations are needed. Local data are better than
national data in this regard.

4) Familiarity with the method of recording used and
the changes which time has brought to the index
is required or else the measuring instrument may
be defective.

6) All recorded data may be used under certain
conditions, for the purpog of constructing
indices of law enforcement.

7) The explanation of why certain correlations
occur among crime and economj.c data must be
sought in the study of the offender.

8) Due to varying sensitivities between economic
data and crime, analyses should be type of crime
specific, class specific, and region. specific.

, Sellin next comments on and doesa review of the meaget
*.
amount of litera-

ture on the effeCts economic Conditions have on the activity- of-law enforce-, ---
, f

ment agencies, pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of using certain
data sets to answer various research questions. ...The report is concluded by
the raising of research questions in the form of hypotheses that should be
tested to acquire more knowledge on the relationship between economic
conditions and crime.

.1

Vold, George .B.

1958 "Economic Conditions and Criminality!' in Theoretical

Criminology. New York: Oxford University Press.

Vold addresses the question of why studies examining the relationship
between economic conditions and criminality covering a period of over 125 ydirs

have yielded results that are inconclusive and contradictory. ,After a review
of the literature Vold posits several factors which have served to undermiAe
consistency of results in this type of research. First., it is argued that,

researchers and theorists ha4e not sufficiently taken into account the subjec-
tive nature of poverty. .For example, one perspective often empird.call!y,
examined is simply that poverty causes crime. However, it is not often"
recognized that what is poverty, to one man may be a level of satisfactory
co fort, if not abundance to another. A uniform, objective definition of

po/ erty will not tap into this subjective dimension. Researchers have also

Assumed that unemployment statistics are reflective of the state of a Noples'
ilkonomit well-being, but unemployment too is often influenced by subjective
factors such as willingness to work and the degree of fastidiousness exercised
by the worker as to the kind of work he will do. Thus, phenomena such asp.

. poverty and,unemployment diinot lend themselves readily to truly accurate

or uniform statistics. ' .
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Secondly, there is a frequent lack of perspective on the basic theoretical
assumptions made about the relationships that may exist between economic
conditidhs and crime. In general, Vold argues that two opposite assumptions

need to be considered. (a) That the relationship is inverse; when economic
conditions are good the amount of criminality should be low, but.when times
are bad, criminality should be high. (b) That the relationship is direct or

positive; that criminality is an extension of normal economic activity and
that therefore it increases.or decreases in the same, manner as normal economic
endeavor.

Thirdly, it is also argued that there has been no clarification as to the -

selection of the proper time interval or lag between the changes in the index

of economic activity and the effects on the crime 'Phenomena. The question-

addressed is whether the effects of economic conditions are immediate and
simultaneous or whether there is some period of delay or lag before the crime
index is affeCted'by changes in economic conditioni. For example, in one

study Vold shows that a coefficient of'correlation of -.25 between the business
cycle and crime at synchronous times changes to a +.18 with a lag of 2 years.
A lag of one year produces a correlation of +.09,,a change'in sign and magnitude

of .34. It is thus ?parent that one's underlying assumptions regarding lag
effects will have an important bearing on resulting theoretical interRreta-
tions. In sum, Vold argues that the above considerations should be explicitly
taken into account by' researchers in the field.

Gillespie, Robert W.
1975 - "Economic Factors in Crime and Delinquency: A Critical Reyiew

of the Empirical Evidence." Final Report submitted to the

National Institute of-,Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.

In Unemployment and Crime, Hearings before the Subcommittee on
ime, The House of Representatives, Serial No., 47, Washington,

C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 601-626.

Over 10 stuLeg-examining the.relationship between economic variables
and criminal activity published between 1955,and 1975 are reviewed in detail.
While the studies reviewed employ a wide variety of sample data, ranging from

*.

'police district; in a given city to national time series data, a common element
found in all the studies is an empirical analysis of the statistical relation-.
ship between the level of criminal activity and either the level of unemploy-
ment.and/or some measure-ot the level or distribution of incomein the sample

population. Research produced'by economists is the primary focus of the review.
The author reporls findings from each study and also examines the adequacy
of the data 'and methodology employed by the researcher.

Statistical results of studies relating unemployment to crime show
general support for a positive correlation between the two variables.

Among the seven types and nineteen distinct sets of sample data utilized,
only in state cross-sectional data was there a complete absence of a
significant-statistical relationship; while among the studies using city time

series data consistent significant positive relationships were reported.
0
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Gillespie argues that the dominance of findings of a significant positive
relationship combined pith the variety of sample data and method employed
give strong support to the existence of a significant positive relationship*
between unemployment and crime. When specific crime rates were used rather
than total rates, property crimes tended more frequently to show the positive -

relationship with unemployment than did crimes of violence. No conclusions
were made regarding the relationship between unemployment and age-specific
crime rates.

Since income can theoretically play two opposing roles -- income
affedting bbth the demand and supply equation of criminal activity --
summarization of the empirical results of studies that examined the rela-
tionship was difficult. For example, theoretical arguments usually claim
that low income tends to produce criminal behavioran individuals; however,
high income may also serve to increase the attractiveness.of high income
recipients and that of their property as targets of criminal behavior:
Thus, both high and low income work to increase the crime rate. Gillespie
found that the empirical evidence generally tends to confirm both thee
arguments, however, estimates of the precise quantitative effect were too
variable among the studies'reviewed to permit a reliable "average" estimate.

Gillespie feels that the most important overall conclusion to be drawn
from the review of these studies is that they have ilrovided sufficiept emeiri-
cal evidenCe to establish the economic model of crime as a new and potentially

valuable approach to the analysis pf crime ;Ad its control.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE ALSO:

Berg, Ivar
1967 "Economic Factbrs Delinquency," in President's Commission ''

on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force
Report on Juvenile IAlinquency and Youth Crime, Washington,
D:C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 305-316.

Braithwaite,,'John D.

1978 "Unemployment and Adult Crime: An Interpretation of'the
International Evidence." Proceedings of the Institute, of

Criminology, University of Sydney, #36, Unemployment and
Crime, July 19,. 1978, pp. 54-08.

Glaser, Daniel
1978 "Economic and Sociocultural Variables Affecting Rates of

Youth Unemployment, Delinquency and Crime," for UCLA
InAtitute of Industrial kelation, FebrUary, 1941, 1 In.
Conference Report on youth.UnemplOyment: Its Measurement
and Meaning, U.S. Department oT Labor', Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office. .
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Guttentag; Marcia

1968 "The Relationship of Unemployment to Crime and Delinquency."
Journal of Social Issues 24:105-114.

Pirog-Good, Maureen
1978 "A Review of e Theoretical and Empirical Literature that

Relates Econom c Factors to Youth Crime." Wharton Management .

and Bet vioral cience Center, Discussion Paper (unpublished).

Radzinowicz, Leon
1939 "A Note on Methods of Establishing the Connection Between

Economic Conditions and Crime." The Sociological Review 31:

260-280.

Ross, Marvin
1973 Economic Conditions and Crime: Metropolitan Toronto 1965-

1972 (AppendiX). Ottawa: Department of the Solicitor

General.

SECTION II: GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CRIME

0.

Radzinowicz, Leon
1941 _"The Influence of.EconomicConditions on Crime I & II."

The Sociological Review 33:1-36; 139-153.
.

Utilizing the method outlined in an earlier di-tide (Ridzinowicz, 1939),

Radzinowic empirically examined the relationship betreen economic conditions
and crime in Poland between 1928 and 1934. This nation and time period was .

. chosen because
,

Poland underwent a business cycle during these years going from

a period of prosperity (1927-29), through a depression (1929-33), to the

beginnings of recovery (1934)'. Poland also offered fully available, uniform
police'statistics with clear distinctions betweed t pes of'crime as well as

reliable economic data. These data'baset allowed f r the correlation of

indicat&rs of economic conditions of certain social strata with the rates of
. specific crime's prevalent in those strata. The distinct sociat stratifica on% *.' .:

in Poland also faCilitated t'hi's type of analysis. . oi .

. . -,...--,

.
A .. 0%

uSimply eyeballing,the data; Radzinowicz fond a strong parallelism bet
.

increases in.trime rates-for offpnses against property and downturns in the

indices Of economic conditions, for both the whole period,and even year by

year. Regional examinations and examination of tide relationship between

the economic conditions of certain social strata.andcrimes assootated vial/ :
c

those strata-again revealed striking parallels between economic conditions

and property crimes. Howevcr, .the.inverSe relationship did not hold for all

. property crimes. Pocket la-Eking wasfound.to be positively' related to .

economic conditions while.fraud and, embezzlement increased during
.

4 ..
prdSperous and depressed years: Hence, Radzinalicz argued that with regad

to propgrty.offenses, A- infiuence of economic conditions cannot be deduced: .

aipriori, but musrbe checked is elpery case ,with reference to. strictly
.:-

differentiated offenses. Offenses' against the pirson,.especiallyhomicide

1..

i *
,.
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and assault, were found to have the opposite relation with economic conditions.
Offenses against ,tire

during economically depressed years. Radzinowicz linked this relationship
to fluctuations in,-alcohol consumption, which was positively related to
economic conditions.

I- .. e

After eliminating the possibility that non-economic factors (i.e., demo-
graphic changes, reporting changes) could have accounted for the variation
in crime rates during the period, Radzinowicz concluded that there is a
causal relationship between criminal activity and economic conditions in the
sense that changes which occur in the volume of offenses are determined by
changes in economic conditions. The relationship is most clear when economic
conditions deteriorate suddenly and societal equilibrium is upset when the
general economic status of social groups drops violently and rapidly.

(Bogen, David ),
1944 "Juvenile Delinquency an* Economic Trends." American

SocdologiCal Reviso 9:178-84

Examining the-relationship between business activity and juvenile delin-
quency,,tfle author atgues that the common assumption that delinquency increases
during times of depression is a,miscbnception based on evidence accumulated
from data on adult crime, not juvenile delinquency. Using juvenile court

petitions for Los An4eles County for the years 1925 to 1941 as his crime
measure (employing proportions with 1930 as a base), the author finds that
this index parallels an index of business activity to a remarkable extent.
The business activity index employed is a composite measure of bank debits,
building permits, industrial employment, industrial power, telephones in use,
new car registrations andepartment store sales (using 1930 as the base

year) for LosAngeles County. It was also found that male delinquency more
closely' parallels business activity than does female delinquency. Bogen

concludes that juvgnile delinquency increases in periods of prosperity a

decreases in periods of economic depression.

Short, James F.
1952 "A 'Note on Relief Programs and Crimes During the Depression

of the 1930's." American Sociological;Review 17:226-29.

.

Tais study elgmines'the bypothesis that the relief programs ad minist red

during the Great Depression may have partially eliminated some of the a f icipated
. social effects (e.g., increased criminal activity) of the business tec sion.

Crime indices were conkrubted on the basis of crimes known to the po ice (UCR
dAa) for the crimes of burglary, robbery, aggravated assault and ho icide in
.cities over-10,000 population which had crime data available for t e year 1929.
Relief figures for the same cities', which showed little intercity ariation,

and the Ayres Index of business activity were then plotted along ith the

, '
j% ,

. 7 7
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crime serieS,for the years 1929 through 1940. Analysis of the graphs revealed

at .urg ar es a ro ms Increased to a
. -

level wheresIt could have influenced in a significant way the relation between

crimes and the business Cycle (1934 to 1936). No consistent relationship was
discernible between relief and the aggravated assault and homicide series.
Short concludes that while the results do not prove a causal connection between
relief programs and a reduction in crimes against property, the data do
indicate that .relief programs 'Should be considered as a possible mediating

influence in the overall relationship between economic conditions and

criminalit .

Henry, Andrew, and James F. Short, Jr.
1954 Suicide and Homicide, New York: The Free Press of Glencoe.

Henry and Short examine the relationship -between fluctuations in the
United States business cycle and rates of suicide and homicide. The'authors

hypothesize that both suiciae..nd homicide are aggressive reactions to frus-
tration generated by differential changes in status position accompanying
business expansion and contraction. Although suicide and homicide are the main
dependent variables, data are presented for the crimes of burglary, robbery, and
aggravated assault. The crime data employed are crimes known to the police ',

from the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports for 65 American cities. The economic

data on the business cycle were obtainel from the Ayres' Index of Industrial
Activity in the United States, which wag'tdeyeloped by the Cleveland Trust

Company:

A time series analysis of the relationship between violent crimes against
the,person and the tyres' Index of U.S. business activity froM .1929- 949 was

performed. Using both individual cities and groups of cities, it as found

that both murder and aggravated assault correlated positively with arge

and small business cycles (19 of 23 correlations were positive,. w th r ranging

from .11 to .69). When race was introduced as a control variable, In each of '

3 comparisons, homicides of white persons correlated negatively with the'
business cycle while homicides of non-white persons correlated positively
with the business cycle. In contrast with homicide, suicide correlated

negatively with U.S. economic activity. Henry and Short also found consis-

- tently negative cdefficients of correlation betWeen the crimes of burglary
and robbery,and fluctuations in the business cycle. The authorS conclude

that their main frustration-aggression hypothesis was supported.

s

Pgrent, Fred John, ( )/
1974 "A Cortgnity Level, Time-Series Analysis of'Concomitant

Variations in Economic and Crime Indexes: Sanford-Springvale,
Maine 1951-1,70. IPh.D. Dissertation, University of New Hampshire.

. -?. ..
IIP *r

, .

This is an attempt to test the applicability at the comtunity level
of the hypotheses presented by Henry and Short in Suicide.and Homicide( 954).

-
. r
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Community level data for Sanford7Springvale, Maine, were obtained for
the period 1951-1970. Annual arrest data were employed as the crime measure
and were classified into crimes against persons and crimes against property.
Economic indices, thought to be reflective 2f the community's economic state,
were created from empirical indicators of to local manufacturing industry.
State and County level data from the 1949 to 1970 period were employed to
allow for both intraseries and interseries time series analysis.

The dace exhibited a generally positive correlation between the overall
economic seri-es (e.g., rising and/or falling) and crimes against the person.
A positive correlation between the economic erieseries and crimes against property
was found when the economic series was ri relative to the long term trend
as well as when the economic series was falling relative to the long-term
trend. Allowing for different lag times betWeen the economic.and crime series

. had negligible effects on he correlations. Data from the 1951-1960 period '

were analyzed to observe the effect of an economic crisis that resulted from
,..- the closing ofithe community's major industrial concern in 1954. Interserips

. comparisons revealed a general tendency for a reversal of the directions of
the associations betwedn economic and crime series when comparing the earlier
(pre-1954) with 44e later-period (post 1954). .

Brenner, Harvey_

1976 "Estimating the Social Costs of National Economic Policy:
Implica.tions for Mental and Physical Health and Criminal
Aggression." Paper No. 5, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government, Printing OffiCe..

The. purpose of this study was to examine the effects of national economic
behavior on the incidence,06f social pathology. The three national economic
indicators chosen for analysis were per capita income, rate of unemployment
and the tate of,inflation. The measures of social pathology included mortality
rates, mental'hospital hdmission rates, imprisonmentmorates, suicide rates and

:'homicide rates. Besides aggregatedata for the United States, Brenner.als2
included data for California, Massachusetts, New YorlqrEngland, Wales and
Sweden. The major focus, however, wasp the relationship between U.S. national
economic patterns and levels.,of social pathology from approximately 1940-1973.

he main indicator used to measure criminal aggression was homicide
mo ity rates obtained from Vital Statistics of the United States, 1933-1973.
Br found that unemployment and inflation were both significantly an
p ely associated with increased homicide mortality. However, contra y
to common expectations, there was a positive association between per capi a

Lincome and homicide for the years since 1964. Unemployment and per capita
income were also positively associated with imprisonment rates but inflation
did not contribute in a statistically significant way to the relationship.

" Brenner. concluded that the most consistent pattern of relationship between
Thational.economic changes and each of the measures of social pathology was
demonstrated with the unemployment rate. .

it
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FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION SEE ALSO:90
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Bureau of Criminal Statistics.
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and Social Indicators (Vols. 1 and 2). Springfield, Va.:

National Technical Informaticin Service.

Brenner, Harvey M.

1976 "Effects of the Etonomy on Criminal Behavior and the Adminis-
tration of Criminal Justicejn the U.S., Canada, England and
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Control of Deviance. Rome, Italy: U.N. Social Defense Regearch

Institute.
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SECTION I I I : UNEMPLOYMENT AND CRIME

Glaser, Daniel, and Kent.Rice -

1959 "Crime, Age, and Employment." American Sociological Review ,
-

24(5)619-686. .

. 4
J Glaser andtRice.argue that past failures to find marked relationships
bevween crime and economic conditions reflect the failure of researchers to
differentiate the criminal population by age and crime by type of offense*
The auChprs hypothesiie that.(1) the frequency of crimes committed by juveniles
varies inversely with, unemployment rates, and (2) the frequency.of property
crimes committed by adults varies directly with unemploymedt rates. To test

their hypotheses.,Glaser anclIkice performed a longitudinal analysis of varia-varia-

tions in the volume of fingerprint arrests reported in the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports for the period 1932 to 1950. AgeTspecific arrest rates were

correlated with bOth the total and roughly comparable age-specific male

civilian Unsmfloyment rates. 4 4
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The results of analysis' showed that the first hypothesis' was clearly
verified -- juvenile crime was negatively correlated with unemployment (e2g.,
r = -.62 for 17 year old arrestees). The second hypothesis, stating a
positive relationship. between adult crime and unemployment, was verified with
respect to adults'age 19 through 34 (e.g., r = .51 for 21-24 year old arres-
tees), but an unexpected inverse relationship was found between crime and
unemployment for adults 35 and oldetr (e.g., r = -.64 for 45+ arrestees). The

latter finding was interpreted to be an artifact of the data, since the authors
expressed the total number of arrests reported for each age, group as a per-

cent of the total arrests reported for all ages. Thus, any marked change

in-arrests'for one age group, expressed as a percentage oit4t11 arrests, would
produce an inverse change in the percentage contributed by 'other age groups.

To eliminate,the artifact problem Glaser and Rice correlated natibnal

age-specific unemployment rates with local municipal age-specific arrest
rabes published by the police departments of Chicago, Cincinnati and Boston

from 1930 to 1956. The age - specific arrest rates were expressed as a percent

of the corresponding age population for each municipality. It was found that

national adult unemployment rates were positively and significantly correlated
with adult arrest rates for property crimes. Crimes against persons and

misdemeanors showed smaller but positive correlations' for all age categories
in each city except for'the 35 and older age group in Chicago. As with the

national arrest. data, juvenile crime was negatively correlated with unemploy-
ment, the one exce tion being the 18 to 20, age category in Boston. Glaser

- and Rice conclude hat, overall, their two major hypotheses were confirmed.

-,Fleischer, Belton M.

1963 "The Effect of Unemployment on Juvenile Delinquency."
Journal of Political Economy 71:543-55.

Combining a differential opportunity and rational actor approach to

delinquency, Fleischer,hy thesized that unemployment should be positively
correlated with delinquen y among young people independently of labor-market
status, although the se itivity to labor- ket conditions may vary with

age.- Data on the age p tte juvenil delinquericy were presented. and

analyzed which suggested that labor- et conditions may be an important

factor in delinquency.' To test the relationship it was argued that time-
series analysis should be used because control of most non-labor market
variables is inherent in the design while in cross-sectional analysis control
over variables that might be significantly related to crime and thus con-
found the original relationship in question is problematic.

Employing a regression analysis of the Glaser and Rice 3-City Data
-(Chicago, Cincinnati, Boston), it was found that unemployment and arrests
for property crimes are positively correlated, regardless of age groups.

. Male, age-specific unemployment rates were correlated witll the appropriate
lnale, age-specific property crime arrest rate in.the regression equation.
The age groups considered were 14 to 19 year olds and 20 to 24 year olds.
The difference between the Fleischer and Glaser and Rice findings was
attributed to the Inclusion of to effect of war and a trend variable in
the present study. The purpose of the trend variable was to remove from
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measured delinquency the influence of both long term factors.influencing
actual criminality and of factors influencing the measurement of criminality.
Since these factors are not known, a trend variable was used as a proxy.
The number of personnel in the armed forces was used to account for the
effect of war. The number of military personnel was found to be positively
correlated with delinquency in the younger age group and negatively corre-
lated in the older age group. Evidence of first order serial correlation
was eliminated by recomputing the regressions using first differen

44.

s.

Elasticities of the arrest rate for property crimes with respect o unemploy-
ment (a summary statistic which denotes the percentage change in the arrest
rate due to a 1% change in the unemployment rate), was found to be between
.10 and .25, depending in part upon which age group was ip question.

Fleischer conducted a similar analysis using national level data from the
the years 1932 to 1961. Arrest data from ,the Uniform Crime Reports and
national unemployment figures were used; both being male, age-specific rates.
For years prior to 1940, there are no available male, age-specific unemploy-
ment figures, so estimates that have been adopted officially by the U.S.
Department of Labor were used. Conducting complicated treatments of trend
to account for t 1952 change in the method of data collection on.arrests
(juveniles no longe ing fingerprinted), results quite similar to those
for the Three Cities were produced -- a positive relationship between the
age-specific unemployment and crime rates being found.

Gibbs, Jack a

1966 "Crime, Unemployment and Status Integration." British
Journal of Criminology 6:49-58.

O

Gibbs formulates a theory of status integration to explain Glaser and
Rice's finding>that juvenile crime is negatively correlated with unemploy-
ment while adult crime is positively correlated with unemployment. Status
integration refers to the degree to which status occupancy in a population
conforms to a particular pattern. When the proportion in a given age group
who are not employed is high, an increase in unemployment actually increases
integration of age with laboi force status.- Since the proportiod of juveniles
employed is not very high, a youth who becomes unemployed is not forced into
an alien situation in which goals appropriate to his age group cannot be
achieved. An unemployed adult, however, is faced with decreased status in-
tegrati9n and a sitipation where goals cannot be achieved with legal means,
thus increasing the probabilityeof crime. Gibbs states the following empirical
proposition: Unemployment in an age gpoup varies inversely or time with
the property crime rate to the extent that members of the age group are not
employed..'

.

To "test this proposition Gibbs utilizes the Glaser and Rice data (FBI
age-specific arrest rates from 1932 to .1950 and age-specific male unemploy-
ment rates).and adds Census data on the proportion of a specific age group
unemployed or not in the labor force for f940. He correlates Glaser and
Rice's coefficien;s.of correj.dtion between age-Ispecific, male prope;ty crime
arrest rates' and unemployment rates with the age-specific proportion of males
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not in the labor force or unemployed. The coefficient of correlation (rho)

was -.54, indicating that as the proportion of an age group not employed

increases, there is an increasingly inverse relationship between the tnemploy-
ment rate and crime rate. Gibbs concludes that the status integration per-
spective can account for these findings.

Singell, Larry D. r)

1967 "An Examinatipn of the Empirical Relationship Between
Unemployment and Juvenile Delinquency." Amerioan Journal

of Economics and Sociology 26:377-486.

This work was an attempt to assess quantitatively the expected reduction
in juvenile delinquency that would result from a reduction in the unemplOyment
rate. The effect of.unemployment on.juvenile delinquency was. summarized by
an elasticity equation which denoted the percent change in the delinquency
rate due to a 1% change in the unemployment rate. Two elasticity equations
were developed; one having a constant elasticity, the other a variable elasti-

city. Cross-sectional and time series analyses were then conducted, testing je
4 which equation best described the relationship as well as finding the respec-

tive elasticities. . zo

Cross-gectiopl analysis employed census tracts inDetnit as the unit,.
of analysis. Delinquency was measured by the total number of corrtacts with-
the Youth Bureau of the Detroit Police Def)aAment divided by the age specific

population. Unemployment, was measured by the percent of thalabor force ,

unemployed for each tract. Age-specAfic unemployment fl.gures were

not available. All the data,employed were(kor the year 1960. Results from
this analysis were found to be very questionable by the author, mainly be-

o cause unemployment may have entered the correlation as a surrogate for social
class, or some other highly correlated variable. 'To better test the relation-
ship, census tracts were reclassified according to'sosioecdnomic rank,
simple correlation-regression analysis was employed, holding sotioecipimic

rank constant. The resulting correlation coefficients between delinquency
and unemployment were ail statistically insignificant. Singell con ended

that qte results do not disconEirm the existence of .a significant relation-
shiptecause the relationship in question is difficult to identify using
cross-sectional analysis due to the problem of holding other variables con-

'

I.

O

stant.

Employing the same measures of,delinquency,and unemployment, Singell
conducted a time series analysis using mohthly data from Detroit for the
yeari1950 to 1961. (Figures were seasonally adjusted with no lag period

employed.) For both equations, the coefficient-of determination was statistic=
ally insignificant at the .05 level. Singell claimed that this is not re-
flective of the actual relationship, arguing°that the use of inadequate, data
was the reason why the small relationship was found. However,the author
still maintains that the tipe-series estimates are more superior than the

cro -sectional' estimates.because of better internal mathematical and logical

consistency. He concluded, albeit with caution, thatthe data suggest that
a cut in"the.unemployment rate by 1% would lead to a cut in delinquency rates *-

'offrom one-fourth to one-sixth of 1%.°
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Votey, Harold L., and Llad Phillips
196* . Economic Crimes:Their Generation, Deterrence and Control

Springfield, Virginia: U.S. Clearinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information.

Two variants of the hypothesis that a'worsening of opportunities to
earn income by socially acceptable means should increase economic crime are
posited and then tested', A model is developed to test each variant, employ-
ing arrest data (UCR Type I Offenses); labor force statistics and school en-
rollment statistics for the period 1952 to 1967.

. The first model --.The Pure Labor Force Model -- pcstulates.,that tie
"probability'of arrest'is a function of labor market conditions. Employment,
unemployment and labor force participation data were classifidd by age, race
and sex. The age classifications examined were 16-17, 18-19, and 20-24. For

most of the age groups studied, it was found that approximately 9n of the
rising trend of property crime committed by members in each age group was
explained by the worsening of economic conditions as measured by each respec-
tive age group's unemployment and labor force participation rates. The ex-

ception was that for non-whites in the 20-24 year age groUp employment condi-
tions seemed unrelated to criminality. Another finding indicates that per-
sons not in the labor force or unemployed appear to have higher tendencies
toward committing property crimes than persons who are employed. The excep-

tions to this were 16 to,17 and 18 to 19 year old Whites. The pure labor
force model was ineffective in explaining trends in the crimes against persons
(homicide, aggravated assault and rape).

The,second variant, thg School Enrollment-Labor Force Model tested
postulate that the probability of arrest is a function of labor market c

tions and school enrollment status. The data did not permit a breakdowtj of

the population into subgroups by'race. Results were more limited than the
results from the earlier model because only property crimes and the 16-17
and 18 -19 year old age groups were considered. For 16-17 year olds, signifi-

cant reAlts were obtained for all the, roperty,crimes, while for 18-19 year
Olds resultiawere statistically sig4ficant only for larceny and burglary
(figures not reported>: High school dropouts in the 18-19 year old category
had higher criminality coefficients than those,for enrollees, irrespectiVe of

labor force classification. Within the dropout classification, those unemployed
.and not in the labor force had higher- coefficients of criminality than those.

employed The same b-M.c-restf-cisTund --for- 16 -17- yea. olds.

Phillips, Llad, Harold L.' Votey, Jr., and Donald Ntxwell
1972 "Crimp, Youth and the Labor Market." Journal of Political

Economy° 80:491-504.

These authors posited and tested the hypothesis that increasing crime

rates among youth can, be explained by'deteriorating economic opportunities.
It was argued that in relating labor-market opportunities to arrest rates,
one must consider labor-force participation.rates as well aeenemployment

a
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rates. The rtasons for this are-that since youth have lower participation
rates,tunemployment rates will, 11,4ve lsi weight because of, the large number

of youth outside the labor force and because,patticipation rates capture the
impact of both past and present unemployment rates. p,,

Using age-specific- data, but"limitinkanalysis to 18-19 year old males,

the authors sought to explain variations in the property crime rates of larceny,
gurglaryrobbery and, auto thefit for this age group from 1953-1967 in terms
of variations in the propotional distribution of males in this age group'
among all possible classifications Of labor-market status and race. Having

available only age-specific arrest rate's (UCR national data), a proxy-for
age-specific offense rates was obtained-by dividing the age-specific arrest
rates by the ratio of offenses cleared by arrest for the population as-a

whole. It was assumed thatlhe clearance rates'for 18 -19 year olds was pro-

portional to the clearance rate for the whole population.

Models were then developqd which tad three different partitions or

classifications. The most detailed partition p,iaced everyone in four mutually

exclusive and exhaustive classes. Because of collinearity, the independent
variables predicted crime rates better if racial,categpries were combined
and all the population was,categorized by either of two trichotomies: (1) ,

working, non-working (either unemployed or, not in the labor force) and other;

(2) in-the labor force, not ii the labor force and other. While the first

trichotomy produced significant positive relations between the proportion.
not working and crime, the second trichotomy resuLted in greater explanatory .

power.t Although neither formulation explicitly introduced the unemployment

rate, its impact on the crime rate can be inferred froM a comparison of the °

results obtained by the two formulations. Sinte the formulation which

classified those unemployed with those working had a greater explanatory

power than the formulation which classified the unemployed with those not

in the labor force, this implies that, with respect to criminal activity,
the unemployed are more homogeneous withthose working than with those not

in the labor' force. *A
9

Using the most detailed model to forecast crime rates for 1968-70,,it

was found that the forecasts followed the pattern well for all Ole crimes but

larceny. It was concluded that labor-market opportunities.are sufficient to
.iexplain-increasing crime rates for youth, with labor-force participation
rates being a better indicator.of the relationship than unemployment rates.

Ph

Allison, John P.
1972 "Economic Factors and the Rate of Crime." Land' Economics

48:193-96.

.

Using a sample of cities with a 1960 population ovelr25,000 within,40

miles of Chicago (including Chicago itself), this researcher-tests the use-

fulness of 14 economic and demographic variables as predictors of the level

of crime of a city. Without stating what his measure, of the crime rate Is

nor what is data sources are, a stepwi e linear regression was performed. ,

Of the 14 independent variables utillte Allison found that six variables
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explained most of the variance in crime rates with the unemployment rate beIhgo.

the most significant explanatory variable. While the regressionlequation
explained 85% of the total variance in the crime rates, the uneNPloymen rate
alone accounted for 57% of the variance. In order of their importance, the

other significant predictors, found were 1)7percent'of males in the population,
2X community expenditures for parks and recreation, 3) the mean number of
years of schooling of the population, 4) the proportion of the population'aged

15 to 24, and 5) the distance the community is from the core of the city.

Ross, Marvin
1973 Economic Conditions and C e: Metropolitan Toronto 1965 -

. 1972. Ottawa: Department of.the Solicitor General.

Ross develops'an economic model'in which an individual's anticipated
future- earnings (i.e., attainment of goals) is dependent upon the present
and previous state of the economy and his perception of the likelihood that
he will attain them through legitimate means. The model assumes that (1)
all members of society desire the accumulation of wealth and (2) the end
result iq the inability to attain these goals legitimately will be either
the commission of aroperty crime or aggression resulting from frustration..
.Unemployment rates are used to indicate an individual's perceived likeli-
hood of attainment of future earnings in the legitimate sphere And the
general state of the economy. It is hypothesized that unemployment rates
will be positively correlated with juvenile property crime rates and adult

violent crime rates.

The number of males aYrested or summonsed monthly ineronto between
1965 and 1972 for 'robbery, breaking and entering, theft over $50; woundings,

and assaults was utilized as the crime indicator. Unemployment rates were
obtained for the itFovince. of Ontario, and thus were not strictly .ccaparable'.

with Toronto crime rates. Hypotheses were tested using A sdmple linear
regression model in which the dependent variable is the male age 1specific
rate for both property crime and crimes of violence and the independent
variable isthe male age-specific unemployment rate. Lags were introduced

in the data for periods from one tcl.six months, since crime is seen as a
function of unemployment not only in the present period but also in previous
periods.-

Ali regressions for property crime-in the 16-20 year old age category
were significant at alb .001 level. By. lagging the data the correlation
increasedup to the second month (r = ,52) at which point the correlation
began. dropping but st41 remained significant. The same pattern of increas-
ing positive correlations up to the second month (rd.= .54) followed by a
consistent decrease was also observed for crimes of violence (woundings and

assaults). Property crime in the 20 years or older -age category showed small
inconsistent positiyf relationships, but in this group.the highest correla-
tion (f = .27) was bund in the firSt'laggedmonth. .Regression results 'for

crimes of violence in the 20+ group exhibited the same patternas thek16-30,
age group y- correlations rising to a peak (r 5 .30) in the second month and

then dropping. Althodgh significant at the .01 level, this relationship is
. ,
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_not as strong as originally predicted. Ross concludes that the finilingv-Aff
this study,indlc4tela clear?relacidhsh1pibetW4tn unemployment and,pOth property

--.crile,,.and ciimesoX violence, paPticular1y:.for the 1C-20. year old age. group'. -. ..-

spetlor,, Paul E.
r.

1975' '".POpulation Density and Unemployment: The Effects on
the Incidence of Violent Crime int the American
Criminology 12 (4) :399-401 .

.

'he purpose of this study was to investigate systematically the relation-
ship of unemployment and population density to the violent crime rate in
merican cities. The Standard Metropkitan Statistical Area (SMSA) was chosen
as the unit of analysis. The violent crime index was the total incidence
of violent crime per 100,000 population taken from the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports for 1970, gatheredfor each SMSA in a sample of 103 SMSA's. Unemploy-
ment and population density information were taken from the County and City
Data Book.--A multiple regression analysis of the violent crime rate on the
independent variabl4s. was performed. Spector found no. significant relation-
ships between the incidence of violent crime and either the measure of density
or the unemployment rate. However, he did find a strong positive relation-
ship,between city size and violence, and a.relationship between area of the
country and violehce. The autborconcludes that population density anti un-
employment are at best only minor contributors to the violent crime rate.

Kvalseth, Tarald 0.
1977 "A Note on the Effects of Population Density and Un-

employment on Urban Crime." Criminology lb(1):105-
x.

In this research note Kvalseth examines the IMFact of unemployment and
density on the crimes of robbery, aggravated assault, rape, residential
burglary, nonresidential burglary, and the total number of burglaries for
Atlanta, Georgi4. Although not stated, the criMe\data were. presumably obtained
from the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports,, A 79 census tract area within Atlanta,
which constituted about 66% 94 the 'city's total number of census tracts,.
served as the data base for ate study. In a regression analysis the author
found that the rate, of male unemployment had a significant and positive influ-
ence on the rates of robbery and rape. The level of female 'unemployment was
found to be elgkificantly and positively related only to the crime of rape.
Based on his cthe and a review of the relevant literature Kvalseth concluded
that: (1) the total urban unemployment rate has a positive, influence on the
rates of burglary and larceny, (2) the male unemployment rate exerts, a . '

positive influence on the robbery rate, and (3) both, the male and female
_unemployment rates have a positive effect on the rate of Pape.
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Kraus, J.

19 78

f:

"Juvenile UnemplOyment and Delinquency." In.Unemploy-'

ment an4rime, Proceedings of the Institute of Criminology,.
University of Sydney #36, 'Stay 19, 1978, pp. 21-32.

Three independent methods of'correlation analysis -- longitudinal,
individual-level, and crolks-sectional -- were employed to examine the rela-
tionship between juvenile unemployment and delinquency in New South Wales,

Australia. The time period under study was 1964-1977. Two independent measures

of unemployment trends were used, (1) average annual rates of unemployment
;for 15-19 year old,males in the Australian labor force, and (2) average July-
October rates of registered unemployed in the population of 15-20 year old
males in New South Wales.- Delinquency was measured by annual rates of court
appearances of working age 15.-17) malejuveniles and school age (13-14)
juveniles. The purpose for utilizing both age groups was to detetmine the
possible direct and indirect effects of unemployment (i.e., unemployment of
working age juveniles may indirectly affect school age juvenle delinquency).

In the longitudinal analysis no significant relationship between unemploy-
ment and delinquency,rates of working age juveniles was di6covered (r = :35;

p > .10). The corrilation between unelmployment and delinquency rates of
school age juveniles (r = .07) was foubd not to be statistically significantly.
lower than for working -age juveniles. It was thus concluded that the direct

effects of unemployment have no stronggr association than'do indirect ones.

Unemployment among adjudicated jlienile offenders of working age (15-18)

was also looked at for the period 1974-1977.' A 'goodness of fit" te'st in-

dicated that, for every year under consideration, the number of unemployed
-- among adjudicated delinquents was significantly greater than the expected

number (.0005 level of significance).

An ecological analysis was Shen conducted to see if there was a differ-
eve between unemployment rates,Sf delinquents and nondelinquents when the
area of residence was held constant. A period of full employMent in which .

there was considerable variation among localized unemployment levels was
examined (1971-1972), to ascertain if factors other than the availability
of work can determine the rates of unemployment and delinquency. Highly

significant ecological correlations were found between unemployment rates

and delinquency/rates. No difference was found between the unemployment rates
of delinquents and nondelinquensAxhen area of esidence was held constant.
The inference is that while delidquency is assoc ated with unemployment
independently of existing employment opportuniti s, unemployment enforced
upon the juvenile male labor force'by economic c ditions is 'not.a Igrecursof6

of delinquency. r.

The author concludes that the overall findings indicate that there has
. /

been no statistical relationship, and therefore that.there 'can be no causal
relaricinship between juvenile unemployment and juvenile delinquency, during(

the period under study in New'South Wales. . F
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,.Payne, Wardell Justin
.

1978 11 StruEtural E ffects of Unemplayment.on Juvenile Delinquency
and Crime Rates: A Synchronic Cross - Sectional Analysis. .

Ph.D. Dissertation -- University of Southern.California.

In this empirical examination of the'telati hip between unemployment,
labor force participation rates and Crime, a cros sectional analysis was

1; conducted on data for Los Angeles County from 1970. Crime data were derived 4
`from the records of the Los Angelep County Probation Department employ -

rdent figures were taken from the 1970 United States Census. The its of
analysis were 133 Study Areas, which are aggregated census tract that corre-.
spond to Los Angeles County Welfare Planning Districts. Census ata we're

available for the aggregated census tracts.
mo

Zero-order and multivar ate regressions were performed using age and
' race specific juvenile delinqu rates as .the dependent variable. These

rates were(klassifiAd by offense type (property, personal and,status offenses)
and analysis by race included the ethnic groups: Anglo=iabite, black and Spanish-
surnamed. Age specific offense rates were correlated with mal adult and
female adult unemployment rates, median annual family income a d youth labor
force participation rates.

The'analysis revealed a direct relationship between juvenile crime and
unemployment, a finding not supportive of conclusions reached in the Glaser
and Rice (1959) study. However, the direct relationship found between adult
crime and unemployment did support the earlier findings of Glaser and Rice
(1959) and Fleischer (1966). Payne found the association between unemploy-
ment and,delinquency or adult crime to be smaller in race specific analysis
than in non-race specific analysis. He attributed this discrepancy to the
possible statistical effects homogeneous districts have on ecological corre-

, lations. An inverse relationship between delinquency, and crime rates and
youth labor force participation rates Was also observed.,,

r
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Form Approved 0.M.13. No. 43R0S87

Fox...NCS1 .No NCS21.liv.)
U S OF 001144tIKE

ousitu Or 'NC CENSUS
ACTING 5 COLLECTING AGENT FOE run

LAW CNVOISCEMINT ASSISTANCE C.NNISTRTION
U 3 0 AAAAAA [NT Or JuSTICE

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY
NATIONAL SAMPLE

NCS1 - BASIC SCREEN QUESTIONNAIRE

PiCS2 - CRIME INCIDENT-REPORT

NOTICE - yevr ;sport to the Census Bureau is Confidential by law
(U.S Code 42. Section 3771). All Identifiable information will be used
only by persons engaged in and for the purposes of the survey and may
not be disclosed or released to others for any purpose. ,

Sample (cc 4) ; Control
i P5U

JO i

number (cc 5)
;Segment ; Ck !Serial

I
I.

1

Household number (cc 2) Land use (cc 9-11) '

INTERVIEWER: fill Sample and Control numbers. and
items I. 2, 4. and 9 of time of interview.,

0:1) 10.

.

-

Family Income (cc 27) .

t 0 Under SI .000

2 0 SI ,000 to 1,999

3 2,000 to 2.999 ,

o 3.000 to 3,999

s 0 4,000 to 4,999

a 0 MOO to 5.999

7 0 6,000 to 7,499 t.
'.0 7.500 to 9,999

9 0 10,000 to 11.999
to 0 12,000 to 14,999
it 0 15,000 to 19.999 ,,

12 20,000 to 24.999
t 3 25,000 to 49.999

to 0 50.000 and over

1, Interviewer identification
Code Name

CID i . t

2. Record of interview
Line number of household
respondent (cc 12)

0 Jo

Date completed
.

3. TYPE 2 NONINTERVIEW .

Interview not obtained for7Line number NO Fill
No nterview

CED f ypes A,

NCS-7
Record, ,.$

B. and C

.

CID
. n ninterviews

aD

Ile.

3
Household members 12 years
of age and OVER

. 7
Total number

complete 14-21 for each line number listed.

4. Household status

0 i 0 Same household as last enumeration
2 Replacement household since last enumeration
3.0 Previous noninterview or not in sample before

b.

,.

C./

Household members UNDER
12 years of am.,

P.
4

' Total number

.

.
5. Special piece type code (cc 6c)

0 o q None

6. Tenure (cc 8)
CED i Owned or being-bought

2 0 Rented for cash
3 1-3140 cash rent

12. Crime Incident Reports filled.,

Total number

.

- F1114tem 31
on Control Card

P
, /o 0 None

7. Type of living'quorters (ct 15)
Housing unit3 i 0 House. apartment, flat
2 0 HO in nontransient hotel, motel, etc.
31-3 HU - Permanent in transient hotel, nll, etc.
A 0 HU in rootning house
$ 0 Mobile home or trailer
a O'HU not specified above - Describe 7"

13a. Use of telephone (cc 25) . :
0 Phone in unit (Yes in cc 25a) .

Phone interview acceptable' (cc 25c or 25d)

0 i 0 Yes SKIP to next
2 7 No - Refused number 1applicable um'

0 Phone elsewhere (Yes in cc 25b)

Phone interviebr acceptable" (Cc 25c or 25d) 4

3 7, Yes SKIP to next
- 4 :1 No - Refused number 100011cobleiterri

s 0 fto phone (No in cc 25a and 25b)

OTHER Unit
7 0 Quarters not HU in rooming or boarding house
a 0 Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc.

'' $0 Vacant tent site or trailer site .
so 0 Nat specified above - Describe.

. .

131.

,

'

Proxy information - Fill for oll.orosy interviews

(1) Proxy interview
obtained for line number

8. Number of howling units in structure (cc 26)0 i 0 I '3 0 5-9 .

2 0 2 6 0.10 or' Tore.

3 r 3 7 0 Mobile home or MOW

S 0 6 '' a 0 Only OTHER units

Proxy respondent name Line number

Reason for prosy interview
.

A....-

...

ASK IN EACH HOUSEHOLD- .
9. (Other then th:... iiiiiiness) does anyone In this

housitheld operate b business from this address?

1 0 N9,, ' S
2 0 Yes.-Vhet:)Itindof business Is NW?7

-
s t

42) Pobroxy interview
for line number

Proxy respondent name '
, '

-, 9

Line number

1. Reason for proxy interview

(.- '
INTERVIEWER: Enter unrecognizable businesses Only If more than 2 Proxy Interviews, continue in notes.

"CENSUS USE ONLY 3
..

3 . , 0 .

I 9
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' PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS ..:

'Fl7r--.1PAE
-AC' ...s ".- .V.":?....7 .

(el beamiseld
renniallne0

IS.
TYPE OF
INTERVIEW

IL
UNE
NO.

ICC 12)

17.
RELATIONSHIP
TO HOUSEHOLD
HEAD

(CC 139)

II.
AC40.
LAST
MIRTH-
DAY

(cc Ill

19.

MARITAL
STATUS

id IS)

261.

RACE

(CC 193)

215.
ORIGIN

(cc 195)

21.
SEX

(cc 23)

22.
ARMED
FORCES
NEMER

(cc 21)

23.

LamMIatt-
01Pist
grade

(cc 22)

24.
InecatMa-
csamtle
Mat yew)

(cc 23)

NEVER - BEGIN
NEW RECORD

ust
(ED

.

, rip. ..1( respondent

2 I I Tet - Self respondent

31 i Per. - Piacy) Fill 139 on
.1, i yei, - pmy cover ago

5F.) NI - Fill 16-21

G 0
ll7illsad
2 1,- lads al Mad

3E1 Own child
4n Other relative

9 fINcAgelato,

CED 19
lrlic
st: IWO. '
3 DD.
C)SC.
S 0NM

CI
'I.:IL
S1711111.1

31.1 Oi

:

'
t

g
1171M

So F

0
t n Yes
2 CJ No

g 0
IC1Ts
3[1103

First

tjjone.
A. i --

Origin
I.1

1

i

Grads

Look at stem 4 on Cover page. Is th s the same
CHECK household as last enumeration, (Box I marked)
ITEM A 1 Yes - SKIP to Check Item 8 No

26d.
(ID

Hove you been looking for work during the past i weok?
t p Yes No - When did you last work?

2 0 Less then 5 years ego4SKIP to 28a
-4 30 5 or more yeas no}

SKIP to 29
.,

0 Never worked
25a. Did you live in this house on April 1, 1970?

CED t aYes -;KIP to Check Item 8 2 0 No

b. Where did you live on April 1, 1970? (State, foreign country,
U.S. pa ton, etc.)

State. etc. County y.., ,

27.
(ID

Is there any reason why you could not take lab LAST WEEK?
.1 0 No Y6 - 2 0 Already had a lob

3 0 Temporary illness
0 Coln: to school."'

s 0 Other - Specify --,
if

c. Did yeulliv inside tk li;nits of o city,
(ID I 0 No 2 0 Yes - Nome of city.

town, village, etc.?
town. valate. etc.

(ID 1 I I I I I 280. For whom did you (last) work.> (Horne of compftny.
business. organizabogp or other employer)(Ask moles 184 only)

d. Were you in the Armed Forces on April 1, 1970?
(0.9 ? i 0 Yes 2 0 No

.

(ID
b.

x 0 Never worked - SKIP to 29
CHECK IL Is this person 16 yeariold or older'

ITEM B I/ 0 No - SKIP to 29 0 Yes
What kind of business
radio mfg..fretail

or industry is this? (E.g.: TV and
shoe store, State Labor Deportment, form)

-26a. What were
keeping house,ging

,c) t 0 Working
* 2 0 With

3 0 Looking
Keeping

S 0 Going

you doing most of LAST WEEK - (working.
to school) or something else?

- SKIP to 28o is 0 liftable to Work-SW[7426d
a lob but riot at work 7 Mewed

for work 8 0 Other - Specify 7
house ,

OM
c.

(ID

I

Were you -
t 0 An employee of a PRIVATE company, business it

individual for wages, salary or commissions?
2 0 A GOVERNMENT employ* (Federal, Stet, county,

or least) ?

3 0 SELF.EMPLOYED in OWN business, professienel
s practice or form?

40 Working WITHOUT PV in family business or farm?

to scbool (If ArmedForces, SKIP to 28o)

b. Did you do any work at ell, L ST EEK, not counting work
around the hoosl (Note; If a or business operator in PIN.
ask about unpaid work.)

C) o 0 No Yes - Kow many hours?..........._ - SKIP to 28a
d.

CI
e.

Whet kind f work
engineer, stock clerk,

were you doing? (E.g.: electrical
typist, former, Armed Forces)

0, c. Did you have a job r busints from which you were
9 temporarily bsnt or en layoff LAST WEEK? ,gt a No 2 0 Yes - Absent - SKIP to 28a

3 0 Yes - Layoff - SKIP to 27

I I I

What War your most impartant activities Or duties? .(E.g.:
typing keeping account books, selling cars. Armed Forces)

Notes
N....--- s

..

'

, ' ' .
,

...

.
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.,,,, ' .. HOUSEHOLD SCREEN QUESTIONS

Yes -mow many
times?

'" No

29. Now I'd like to colsk some questions about
crime. Thor raw only to the lost 6 months -

-

between 1 197 and 197

[) Yes .. How way
tines?

LI No

32. Did anyone tok something belonging
to you or to ony member of this household,
from a ploc where you or they were
tompororily staying, such os a friend's or
relotive's horn., a hotel or motel, or
a vocation home?During this last 6 months, did anyone brook

ittio, into or somehow illegally get into your
(oportmnt/hom), goats, or onother building
on your property?

33. What woo the toted number of motor
vehicles (cars, trucks, etc.) owned by
you or any other member of this household
during the lost 6 months?

.

sr
'3E1
:eal

ci, I None -
SKIP to 36

li-_; I

20 2
3

4 or mole

.
30. (Other *on the incidents) lust mentioned)

Did yenriind a door jimmied, a lock forced,
or ony other signs of gn ATTEMPTED

,, brook in?

....)
.

. -

i"_;Yos - How many
tin's?

uNo *

.
34 ClisLanyon. stwil,_TRY to stool, or use

(it /any of thorn) without permission?
[]Yes - Hew any
ON. tines?31. Was onything of all stolen thot is kept

outside your home, orhatpeniel IA. left
out, such as a bicycle, o gorden hose, or
lawn furniture? athin than any incidents
already mentioned) .

Yes,: How any
time

Do
,

35. Did onyone stoat°, TRY to steal ports
attached to (it/any of them), such as a
battery, hubcaps, topwaeck, etc.?

Yes - How l uny
LiNo, times?

r

,, ...RM
....

INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS ,t,

..-sis-moon36. The following questions refer only'ta things that :Dyes:
happened to YOU doting the last 6 months - ,°
between 1 197 and , 197 .i

H,,,,,,,,,,y
tines?

46. Did you find any ovidanc that I:_] Yes -Mew many
ATTEMPTED to steal fiamhing that tines?
belonged to you? (other than ony incidents.

. alriody mentioned)
. - EJ No.Did you hove your (pocky picked /purse

!1,,jti0

.snotchird)1
'

37.'Dict anyone take something (eli) directly
from you by using forc.,Nch os by a ''--
stickup, mugging or threat?

0,-, . i,

. .

4 yes - uu,....,
times?

.

0no

47. Did you call th palic during the lost 6
months to'mport something that happened
to YOU which you thought was a crime?
(Do not count any calls mode to this
police concerning the incidents you
hove just told m about.)

'
7.3 No - SKIP to 48 .
'--j Yes - What hopprmel?

38. Did thyme TRY to rob you by using hue.
or threatening to horn. yobs (other than 4.
any incidents already mentioned)

.. . 'It

')Yes - Hew many
tines?

'

0110

. C I I
39. Did anyone beat you up, mock you or hit

you with something, such os a rock or bottle?
(other than ony incidents olrody mullioned)

Ej Yes - How many
times?.

Otto
I

---------------_____, I I 1

40. Were you knifed, shot elf, or °Hack
some other weapon by onyon 0 oil:
than any incidents already mentioned)a (

0Yes - How way
tines?

.
0H0

, Look at 47. Was HH member
12 attacked or threatened, or
was something stolen or an

CHECK attempt made to steal something
ITEM C that belonged to imp

.

t"j Miraa st

)No
-

,

41.
TDH

id
Ra E

n
A
yoTnEiiNTyl 101,1. tw A

ithTEa

gkt
n
oifbews,

gut m

r ,Efiyys- Hem way
ams?

',whet weapon, NOTieluding tlephone :

threats? (other than any incidents already ,44-1K,,,
,mentioned) ',"-' ,

.

4. Did enythlikg happen to YOU during the last
6 months which you thought was a crime,
but did NOT report to the police? (other

already Mentioned). t
0 No - SKIP to Check Item E

0 Yes - Who happened?

.
IL Did anyone TRY to attack you erk some.

other wqy? (other than any incidents already
mentioned) .

[Ties - How may
tines?

Otto
. ... CI I

43. Dvrini the lest 6 months, did onydn stoat :Oyes - Now many
things that belonged to you front inside ANY 1 0140
car en truck, such es packages or clothing?

:0Na

'
M I ,

a
.

.
44. Was anything stolen from you while you

were away from home, for instancy 0 we*, in
a theater or re aaaaaa nt,'or what traveling?

°Yes - Mu nay
times?

ONo

Look at 48. WAS HH member
12 attacked or threatened, or

CHECK
IT Di Q

was something stolen or an
. attempt made to steal something

that belonged to him,

0 Yes -How &Nay
times?

r_.- 3 Na

45. (Other than any incidents you've already
mentioned) was anything (else) at all
stolen from you during the last 6 months?

it

Jios - Hw many
tines?

.A

E)No

- Do any of the screen questions contain any entries '
for "How many times,"

CHECK (J Na - Interview next HH member.
ITEM E End interview if lost respondent, \

and fill item 12 on cover page.

1:1 Yesi- Fill Crime Incident Reports. .

/ORM 11C11.1 14.1.771
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S49PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
(14.

NAVE
,

IS. '
TYPE OF
INTERVIEW .

11.

LINE
NO.

Ice 12)

17.

RELATIONSHIP
TO HOUSEHOLD
HEAD

(cc 130)

It.
AGE
LAST
BIRTH

'DAY

(cc I?)

IS.
MARITAL
STATUS

ICC la)

20,. 200.
RACE ORIGIN

,

(cc 101 (cc 19b)

21.
SEX

(cc 20)

22.
ARMED
FORCES
MENDER

(cc 21)

23.

Mewls*.
Highest
grad,

(cc 221

24...
Mettles-
mole%
MD year?

(cc 23)

KEYER - IUDS
sty RECORD

List
...

(ID
i 1'1 Per = Sellretoonclent ,
5 ) I Tel. - Salt respondent

SC ) Pet. - Proxy} Fill 13b ..,
41 "'III. - 8,0.Y corer

s 0 NI - Fill 16 -21

CID

-.

No.

0
) l; (Head

:node of Mad
SO Own chiMS

4 c-10...ny.
5t I Nce.relativ*

aD

s.
_

CD
I r)ia.
51:11e
31:1 0.
4r) joy
5 r: ) NW

0 I
'Lie 1,

rEllelti
,3 j,7) Ot. i 0777,

: .
'i

C)
I rim
a [Dr

li

0
i MY**

ID (ID
)[)Yes
t1:1 beFuse

Grade

Look at item 4 on cover pate. Is th s the same
CHECK 1111 household as last enumeration, (Box I marked)
ITEM A 0 Yes =SKIP to Check Item B 0 No

26d. Hove you boon looking for work during the post 4 weeks?
CO) i 0 Yes 'No - When did you lost work?

- 2 0 Less than 5 years ago-SKIP to 28a
s 0 5 or more years ago)

ei SKIP to 36
25.. Did yW live in this house on April 1, 19702 iCD s Yes - SKIP to Check Item B 2 0 No

27. Is there any why you could no a rob LAST WEEK?al) t No Yes - 20 Alteaily, had a to
3 Temporary illness

k 4 0 Going to school
s Other - Specify._

b. Who,* did you live on April 1, 1970? (State, foreign country,
U.S. po son, Of.)

State, etc. County

t. Did you lire inside the limits of a city, town, village, me.'
045 s.?, 210 Yes - Nome of city, town, village, e.g.

.

280. for whom did you (lost) work' (Name of company,
bus Ass, organization or other employer)

fa i 1

(Ask males 18 only)
d. Were you in the Armed Forces on April 1, 1970?

°(19 ' 0 Yea a No -

4:21 of x c j Never worked - SKIP to 36CHECK IL Is this ,perion 16 years old or older'
-ITEM 8 I/ No SKIP to 36 0 Yes b. What hind of business or industry ss this' (E.g. 'TV and

radio mfg , retail shoe stort. State Labor Department, farm)
26. Whkat were you doing most of LAST WEEK - (working.

!moping house, going to school) or something else?0 s Working - SKIP to 28a, s 0 Unable to work eSKIPto26d
2 0 Yid, a lob but not at walk 7 Hewed
3 Looking for work 1:3 Other - Specify
e( Keeping house

ap ( I I 1 N.e. Were you -
(11) , 0 An employee of a PRIVATE company, business or

individual for wages, salary or commissions?
employ.2 A locallGOVERNMENT omploe (F.4'1'61.5161., county,

143 0 SELF.EPLOYED in OWN business. professional
practice at farm? ,10

e 0 Working WITHOUT PAY in family business or form? ...

s crint to school (If Armed Forces, SKIP to 28a)
b. Did you do any work al all LAST WEEK, not ing work

around tho house) (Note if farm or business operator ilk HU.
ask about unpaid work.)0 a No Yes - Haw many hours' - SKIP to 28o

d. What kind of work were you doing? (E.1. electrical
engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer. Armed Forces)

01111
--

e. Did yet hove job or business from which you were
tomporrily absent or on layoff LAST WEEK?

0 s 0 No 2 Yes - Absent - SKIP to 286
3 C:r Yes - Layoff - SKIP to 27

e. What were your meet important octivitis or duties? (E.g.
typing, keeping account books, selling cars, Armed Forces)

INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS
36. The following questions refit only to things Ilya. norm(

that *pawed to YOU during Oro lost 6 months - i Wiesti
botwiton-1, 197and . 197 44+1,4
Did you tore your (pocket pickod/porso snatched)? ' 1 °

46. Did you find any evidence that someone in a - New 4.47
ATTEMPTED to steel something that ', thew
belonged to you? (other than any in
incidents already mentioned) l_ .

4 7 . Did you cell the police during the lest 6 months to report
sensietishig that happened Ie YOU which you thought was a

0 crime? (Do not countony calls made to the police
ing the incidents you have just told me about.)

37. Did anyone takesomothing (*Ise) dirirctly lir , yas Mil
from you by using force, such as by a , troost

Sr threat? 'Omstickup, mugging

31. Did anyone TRY to rob you by using force ; riYes - Hew easy
or thrtstroning to harm you? totter Ilion cry t times?
incidnts No

No - SKIP to 48
Yes - What happened?Wady mentioned) :11

39. Did anyone hoot you vit,,..tteck dim or hit yaw : r 1 yes ... NoKany
with something, such as rock or bottle? i tient(lir than incidents already inentionorDi-fl No

- .
Look at 47 - Was HH member 12 in Yes - Hew may

CHECK* attacked or threatened, or was some. I times?
ITEM C thing stolen or an attempt made to :n No

steal something that belonged to him?,
i

any

40. Were yell knifed, shot at, Of oitockd with 4")Yee -New way
loom other weapon by anyone ot all? (other I tines?

any Incidents !shook" Iir.1144.13161`4 wiontienr)
41. Did antra,* THREATEN I boo you up r ;rly,i - go* fug,

THREATEN you with o knit", gun or some 1 troost
labor Wiropon, NOT including tolplwin throats?, 4,
(other Hum Orty incidnts already mentieesel) No

-48. Ohl anything happen to YOU during the foal 6 months whichgm you thought was a crime, but did NOT report to the petit*?s'"' (what then any incidontealrivadrinentioned)
.

No - SKIP to Check Item E
;ri

.

42. DId anyone TRY to *stck you In sem. i r ) Hs.
ether way? (hm then incidents ; . Newtill Willy toontionmi)

1,nRe

Yes - Whet happened?

i
Loeb at 48 - W 3 HH member 12, 11-1 Yoe - my :slatyCHECK attack ()oh; toned, or was some ;

ITE1,4 D. thing Olen an attempt mode to 1,_
steal s g that belonged to him' ;1 inn

43. During this last 6 months, did anyone stool ir 1 yus - New many
things that beilongl to you from inside ANY; 'lees?
COI. Cr mock, such ss packages or elm ng? N.

44. Wes anything sroln from you whilst you in Yet- 1401; ma,
were away from holm, for instance al work, i times/
in :thettirr or resturnt, while trovolinierl NO

r
.0o any of the screen cluesiTons contain any entitles tfor "How many times?"

CHECK 0 No - Interview next HH member. End interview if
ITEM E last respondent, and fill rtem 12 on cover page..

0 Yes =Fill Crime Incident Reports.

45. (00.n, thin incidents eye already itrius
montismnI) Was nything(elso)at all *talon s omit
from you during the lost 6 months? intl.'

1.1C41 14.1.471
Page 4
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a Form Approved: O.M.B. No. 4340617

KEYElt
SEGIN NEW RECORD

Line number

creen question number

0
Incident number

Notes NOTICE - Your report to the Census Bureau Is confidential by law
M.S. Code 42, SieUnt 3711). All Identifiable Informant.' will be used only by
parsons' engaged In end tor the purposes of the survey. and may not be
disclosed or 'pleased to others for ang purpose. ,

FOR.. NCS2
14.10.771 U.S. 0 AAAAA MOT Matta

O tuRIAU OP Tot NOUS
ACTORS Al 401.1.1CTIP FOR INC

LAM CNVORWAINT ASIMSTAPitt ADMINISTRATION
U.S. OF JUSTICE

NUE INCIDENT REPORT
NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY NATIONAL SAMPLE

Is. Yew said that during the lest 6 menthe (Refer to
oPpropnate screen queslion for description of cnme).

In whet math (did this /did the first) Incident happen?
(Show flashcord if necessory. Encourage respondent to
give exact month.)

0 Mon'th (01-12)

I A

Year 197

CHECK
ITEM A

Is this incident report for a series of alines?

ID No SKIP to 2
Ybs (Note: series must have 3 or'

more similar incidents winch
respondent call recall sePoratelY)

Se. Were you customer, employee, Of WOW?

t Customer

2 Employee

3 Owner

Other Specify

b. Did the persen(s) steel or TRY to shell anything belengtng
te the stare, resteurent, *Hite, factory, etc.?

Yes ll
No }SKIP to Check liem

s 0 Don't know

S. In what obnth(s) did these incidents take piece?
(Mark all that apply)0 Spring (March, April. May)
2 Summer (June. July. August)
3 Fall (September, October. November)
e *Inter (December. January. February)

A

e. How many incidents went involved in this seer's?

Thrice or four
2 Five to ten
$ Eleven or more

Don'; rtriow

INTERVIEWER: If this report is for a series. read the
following statement.
(The bellowing questions Mel only% the mat recent lielent.)

2. About whet time did (this/the west regent).
Incident heroin?0 i Don't knolv

,2 During the day (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
At night (6 p.m. to 6 2.9.)

40 6 p.m. to midnig!
Midnight to 6 a.m.

50 Don't know

3e. In what Stet* end county did this incident occur?

Outside US. END INCIDENT REPORT

State County 4.

6e. Did the effender(s live there er have a right te be
thee., such es a guest or e workunrin?

i Yes SKIP.to Check Item 8

s 0 No
3 Don't know/

b. Did the effender(s) °Melly get in or lust TRY to get
in Ai building?
s Actually got in
2 Just vied to get in

s Don't know

e. Wes there any evidence, such es broken lack .r broken
window, that the offender(*) (forced his way in/TRIED
to forte his way In) the building?

I 0 No
Yes Whet was the evidence? Anything its.?

(Mark oil that apply)

2 Broken lock or window

3 Forced door or window

4 Slashed screen to Check
s 0 Other Specify 7

}SKIP

Item 8

d. How did the effender(s) (get in/try to get in)?

I Through unlocked door or window

2n Had key.
3 Don't know

Other Specify

h. Did it happen INSIDE, THE LIMITS ef city, town,
etc.?

t 0 No
2 Yes Enter name of city, town, etc.

111111
4. Where did this felt. piste?

IQ At or in own dwelling. in garage or
other building on property (Includes

"" breakIn or attempted break-in)

At or In a vacation home, hotel/motel

3 Inside commercial building such as
;tore, restaurant, bank, gas station,
public conveyance or station
Inside office, factory: ors warehouse

s 0 Near own home: yard, sidewalk,
driveway, carport. apartment hall
(Does not include breokin or
attempted break-in)

e 0 On the street, in a park, field. play-
ground, school grounds or parking lot

7 Inside school

a Other Specify

SKIP to 6a

ASK So

SKIP
to Ch ck
Item

CHECK
ITEM II

Was respondent or any other member of
this household present when this
incident occurred? (If not sure. ASK)

No SKIP to 130

2t YeS
4.°

7e. Did the pers. (i) hey. weapon such es gun er knife,
sr something he was using as weapon, such es
battle., an wrench?

0 I 0 No
Don't know

Yes Tibet was the weapon? Anything else?
(Mrk all that apply) -
3 0 Gun

4 Knife

5 Other Specify

a

C

S

I. Did the persen(s) hit yew, kneeklgu down, or ectnetly
,,etteek you in any way?

t Yes SKIP ton
20 No

c Did the persers(s) threaten you with harm in any way?

0 10 No SKIP to 7e

2Yas
Page 9
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tZ'ai CRIME INCIDENT QUESTIONS - Continued
7d, How were you threatened? Any other way?

(Mark all that apply)
i Verbal threat of tape
2 Verbal threat of attack Ohm than rope
3 '.Weapon present or threatened

with weapon
4Attempted attack with weapon

(for example. shot at)
j Object thrown at person
j Followed. surrounded

7 Other - Specify

SKIP
to
I042

9e. Did insurance or anyittralth benefits pragrOrepay for all or port of
the tool medical cap ?

i
2 None

Not yet settled
SKIP to 10a

3 All e

4 , Part

d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program pay/

S al(Obtoon on estimate, if necessary)

e. What actually happened? Anything else/
(Mark all that apply)

-.1
Something taken without permission

2 I Attempted or threatened to
take something

3 ; Harassed, argument, abusive language
Forcible entry or attempted
forcible entry of house

5 Forcible entry or attempted
entry of car

6 Damaged or destroyed property
7 7 ; Attempted or threatened to

damage or destroy property
a I Other - Specify 7

,SKIP
'"to

10a

10o. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your property
during the incident?

, No SKIP to II
2 Yes

CWhot did you do/ Anything else/ (Mark all that apply)0 [73 Used/brandished gun or knife
2 Q Used/tried physical force (hit, chased, threw object, used

other weapon. etc.)
3 E.] Tried to get help, attract attention, scare offender away

(screamed, yelled, called for help, turned on lithts. etc.)
4 [73 Threatened, argued. reasoned. etc.. with offender
5 El Resisted without force, used evasive action (ran/drove away,

hid, held property, locked door, ducked. shielded self. etc.)
a 13 Other Spece

f. How did the persen(s) attack you? Any
ether way? (Mark all that apply)

, Raped
2 Tried to rape
3 , Hit with object held in hand. shot. knifed
a, Hit by thrown object
5 Het, trapped, knocked down
6 Grabbed, held. tipped. lumped, pushed, etc.
7 L.) Other - Specify %

80. What were the injuries you suffered, if any/
Anything Os.? (Mark all that apply)
1:, None - SKIP to 10a
2 al Raped

Atterlptecl rape

4 th, fe or gunshot wounds
5 token bones or teeth knocked out
6 ,1114njuries, knocked unconscious
7 Bru lack eye, eUt5, scratches. swelling.

: I Other r Specify

. b. Wore you injured to the natant that you needed
medical attention after the attack?

j No - SKIP to 10a
2 4 Yes

e. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital?0 iEjNo
20 Emergency room treatment only
3 Stayed overnight or longer -

How many days? 70
d. What was the total amount of your medical

expenses resulting from this incident, INCLUDING
anything paid by insurance? Include hospital
and doctor bills, medicine, therapy, braces, and
any other injuryrolotoil medical expenses.
INTERVIEWER - if respondent does not know
exact amount. encourage him to give an estimate.
o L:J No cost - SKIP to lOo$

x ;;..1 Don't know
9e. At the thee of the incident, were you covered

by any medical insurance, Or war you eligible
for benefits horn cry other type of health
benefits program, such as Medicaid, Veterans'
Administration, or Public Weller.?
t ON°

SKIP to 10o
2 Don't know
3 7,1 Yes

b. Did you file a claim with any of those Insurance
companies r programs in order to got part or all

'of your medical ex, paid?

fa ID Yea ii 7-j No - SKIP to 10a

11. Was the crane committed by only oar or more than on. person?
. Only one ,7 2. I Don't know 7 3 More than one 7

SKIP to I2a

a Was this person male
or female?

0 r J Male

2 J Female

3 Don't know

b. Horkold would you soy
the person was/

Under 12

2 12-14

.3 15-17

4, 18-20

5 21 or over

a Don't know

I. How many pc

g. Were they mole or female?0 r All male
2 All female
3 Male and female

,3 Don t know

e. Was thrporson someone you
kntrw or was he a stranger?

0 r .2) Stranger
2 -.7.3 Don't know

3 Known*
sight only

4 jj Casual
acquaintance

5 7)Wellknown

SKIP
to e

d. Was the pomp a relative
of yours?

ICZ)No

Yes - What relationship?
2 :ID Spouse or exSOOUSe

3 r.:3 Parent

4 Ej Own child

5 (3 Brother or sister

,:l Other relative
Specify7

e. Was he/she -

r White/

2 J Negro?

3 J Other? - Specify?

4 D Don't know

SKIP
to

h. How old Would you say the
$ .2 youngest was?

Under 12 5 , 21 or over -
2 12-14 SKIP to I
3 115-17 Don't_know

18-20

i. How old would you say the
oldest was/

0 i LI Under 12 4 C.) 18-20
2 ;LI 12-14 5 21 or over
3 :1 15-17 P L] Don't know

I. Were any of the persons known
or related to you or were they
all strangers?
i "J All strangers SKIP
2 t Don't know to m

3 All relatives SKIP
Some relatives to I

s,'"D All knowo
6 Q Some known

k. How well were they known'
(Mark all that apply)

Cy i J By sight only
2 L.) Casual SKIPT,

acquaintance(s) to m

' 3 Well known

I. How were they related to you?
(Mark all that apply)

0, IL' Spouse or 4 :3 Brothers,'
exspouse sisters

42:: Parerits 5 DOtTier -
3 . "1 Own SPecify7 ....

children

m. Ware all of them -

ISO i :1 White?
2 Nolte?

3 L.) Other? - sPealy 7

00.4 mesa t1107)

Ill

. Page to
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S.

CRIME INCIDENT QUESTIONS Continued Ti;

12e, Were you the nly'person there besides the offender(s)?

I Yes SKIP to 13,a

2 0 No_
T. 14.7.-esiny of these persons, net counting yourself,

were robbed, homed, or threatened? De not include
matins under 12 years of op.0 b ci None SKIP to 13o

Number of persons

CHECK
ITEM 0

Was a car or other motor vehicle taken'
(Box 3 or 4 marked in ON 4
O No SKIP to Check Item E

.0 Yes

C. Are any of these perionanneshlters of your household now?
Do not include household mordVeis under 12 yogis of op.

O o 0 No
Yes How many, net et:tenting yourself?

(ALSO MARK "YES" IN CHECK 1TEMJON PAGE 12)

13.. Wes something stolen er token wifhose permission that.
belonged to you or others in the houabold?
INTERVIEWER Include anything stolen from
unrecognizable business in respondent's home.
Do not include anything stolen from o recognizable
business in respondent's home or another business,
such os merchandise or cosh from o register.

O i. Yes SKIP to 13/

o 2 No

b. Did the person(s)ATTEMPT to take something that
belonged to you or others in the household?
ID No SKIP to 134

O Yes

14a. Hod permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) over berm
given to the person who took it?

0 No
SKIP to Check Item E

. z Don't know)
Yes k

b. D'd the person return the (Car /motor vehicle)?

Yes

z No

is Box I or 2 marked in 13e

No SKIP to sso

C] Yes

c. Wes the ( /wallet /money) on your person, for instance,
sn a pocket or being hold by you when it wos taken?

0 Yes
2 0 No

c. What did they try to toke? Anything else?
(Mark all that apply)0 t 0 Purse

2 Wallet or money

20 Car
0 Other motor vehicle

s Part of car (hubcap. tape -deck. etc.)

6 0 Don't know
7 Other Specify

Did they try to take a purse. wallet,
CHECK or doney, (Box I or 2 marked in 13c)
Irtm c 0 No SKIP to 18o

b Yes .

k...
d. *es the (purse/wellet/money) on your person, for
i).{wince n pocket or being held?

Yes SKIP to 18o
2 ON°

Was only cash taken' (Box 0 marked in ,131)

0 Yes PUP to l60

No

.....
CHECK
CTEM F

15a, Altogether, what was the value of the PROPERTY
shot wos token?

INTERVIEWER Exclude stolen 'cosh. and enter40 for
stolen checks and credit cords. even if they were used.

,,, so. What did happen? Altythirig *Ise? (Mark all thoropply)
O 10 Attacked

2 0 Threatened with harm
30 Attempted to break into house or garage
a 0 Attempted to break into car
5 0 Harassed, argument, abusive language

is 0 Damaged or destroyed property

7 Attempted or threatened to damage or
destroy property

t Other Specify

SKIP
to
18a

s 111;"

b. How did you decide' this value of the property that was
stolen? Any other wet? (Mark all that apply)

s Originalcost

z ai Replacement cost

3 ti Personal estimate of current value

Insurance report estimate

3 Police estimate

6 Don't know

7 Other Specify

f. What was token thot belonged to you er others in the
household? Anything else?

0 Cask, S .13E1
and/Or4
Property. (Mark all that apply)

O 0 0 Only cash taken SKIP to 14c

0 Purse
20 Wallet

30 Cr
10 Other motor vehicle
s O Part of car (hubcap. tape-deck, etc.)

0 Other Specify

16o. Was all or part of
not ing anythi

Ni I None

2 0 Ail }SKI to 110

0 Part

a

stolen money or property recovered,
received from

lu

b. Whet wes

Cash. S

ed? Anything else?

and/or
Property (Mark all that apply)

o O Cash only recovered: SKIP to 17o

Purse

z llattet
3 0 Ca/
4 Other motor vehicle

s Pert pf car (hubcap. tape-deck. etc.)

Other Specify

c. What was the value of the property recovered (excluding
ri d cash)?

S

IORWS NC/Mt (4-111711 Pa . I
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or

-1,-"A'if'?",, `%1Z:l.k "A!. CRIME INCIDENT QUESTIONS Ci<nued -"W",
17a. Wos there any insurance against theft?

20a. Were the police informed of this incident in any way?
L- 3 No} SKIP to I80 2 Don't know - SKIP to Check Item G

0 i 1

2 Don'eknow Yts -.Who told them?
3 EL- i Household member

3:1 Yes 4 E. 1 Someone else SKIP to Checil Item G
s U Police on scene

.1

b. Was this loss reported lo an insurance company?

i'_JNo..i..
2 L 1 Don't. know

3 ..J Yes

} SKIP to I8o

C. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance''

:*".; Not yet settled
SKIP to 180

.2F1NO
3

3,_ .1, Yes

d. flow much was recovered'

INTERVIEWER - If property replaced by insurance
company instead of cosh settlement, ask for estimate
of value of the property replaced.

b. What was the reason this Incident was not reported to
the police? Any other reason? (Mork all that otiply)

Nothing could be done - lack of proof
20 Did not think it important enough
3 0 Police wouldn't want to be bothered

0 Did not want to take time - too inconvenient
s CI Private or Personal matter, did not want to report it

0 Did not want to get involved
.7 ) Afraid of'reprisal
Anti Reported to someone else

9 D Other - Specify

CHECK Is this parson 16 yews or older,
ITEM G 0 No 7 SKIP to Check Item H

- ASK 21a

18a. Did any household member lose any time from work
this incident"

o No - SKIP (0 190

Yes - How many mentions? 7

2)o. Did you 110V0 a lob of the time this incident hoppenedf
Li No - SKIP to check Item H

2 Llj Yes

b. What was the job?0 i :1:3 Same as described in NCSI Items 28a-e - SKIP to
Check Item H

2 Different than described in NCSol items.28a-e

b. How much time was lost altogether"

C i Less'ghan I day

2 j 1-5 days

3 L16 -10 days

.:_; Over 10 days

s Don't know

19a. Wos anything that belonged to you or other members of
the household domoged but not token in this incident?
For example, was a lock or window broken, clothing

-,domog.4 pr &Imago done to a car, etc.?
t u Not.- SKIP to 20a

2 Yes

e. For whom did you work? (Nome of company, business.
organization or other employer)

d. What kind of business or industry is this" (For example: TV
and radio mfg., retail shoe store. State Labor Dept., farm)

e. Were you -

0 i al An employee of o PRIVATE company, business or
individual fotr wages, salary or commissions'

2 D &GOVERNMENT employe. (Federal, State, county or local)'
3E) SELF-EMPLOYED in OWN business, professional

proctice or farm?

:11 Working WITHOUT PAY in family business or form?
f. What kind of work were you doing' For example. electrical

engineer, stock clerk, typist. forme

CD, 1 1 1 1 -
g. What were tour most important activities°, duties? (For example.

typing, keeping occount books, selling con. finishing concrete, etc.)

b. (Was/were) the damaged items) repaired or replaced?

;Li Yes SKIP to 10.

2 LI No - V

e. How much would it cost to repair or replace the
damaged item(s)?

5 -

x ., Don't know
SKIP to 20o

Summarize this incident or series of incidents.
CHECK
ITEM H

4. How much was the repair or replacement cost"

(01 x D No cost or cicitt know - SKIP to 200

S

e. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement?
Anyen. else? (Morkll that apply)

0 i 0 Household member

2 0 Landlord

3 0 Insurance

S Other - Specify

CHECK
ITEM I 0;

Look at I2c on Incident Report, Is.there an
entry for "How many,"

ON° /
0 Yes - Be sure you have on Incident Report for each

HH member 12 years of age or over who was
robbed, harmed, or threatened in this incident.

CifiECK
Is this the last Incident Reibrt to befitted for this Person'.

ITEM 1 - 'El No - Go to next Incident Report.
0 Yes - Is this the last HH member to be interviewee

ONo - Interview next NH member. ,
0 Yes ;- END INTERWEW. Enter total

4 number of Crime Incident Reports
filled (or this household in
Item I2 on the cover of NCSI.

141.14 NCS.2

.4
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\ Appendix C

Offerder Age id-National Crime Survey Data

In the National Crime Survey victims are asked several questions

designed to yield information about ch.;racteristics of their offenders.

Among these questtonnaire items, specific questions deal with the

victim's perception of the age of his or her 'offender,(si. The

victimization, survey data colleted in response to these oiffender age

questions provide an opportunity to examine variations in criminal

`victimizations committed by offenders perceived b?bileir victims to be

under, 18 years old (juveniles), 18 20 years old (youthful offenders),

or 21 or older (adults). This appendix provides explanation of and
ft.

documentation for the(various' offender age variables which were create

and used in this report and its companionreporis.in this series.
r.

In order to understand fully the nature of the offender age data
,?.

obtained in the National Crime Survey ie is cessary first to feview-

the questions asked of survey respondents who were victimized in

, 1

face-to-face encounters. Figure Cl illustrates these.questions: The

first question asked about offender'characteristics is whether the crime

was committed by only one or more than one person. If the victim

reports that there was only one offender, he or the is asked the age

of the lone offender. If more than one offilAer was involyed, the

Victim is asked to report both the age of 6le youngest multiple Offenderi/---

and the age of the oldest multiple offender.

0'

105
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Figure Cl Offender ige questions in the National Crime Survey
a

1.

Was the crime committed by only
one or more than one person ?b

Only tne I 2. Don(t know 3. More than one

(skip)k

How ola woad you
say the person was?

1. Under 12

12-14

;

3. 15-17

4. 18-20

5: 21 or over

6. Don't know

How old would you say
the youngest was? ,

1. Under 12 4. 18-20

2. 12-14 5. 21 or over

15-17 6 . Don't know

How old would say
the oldest.4as?

1. Uhder 12 4.' 18-20

2. 12-14 .5. 21 or over'

3. 15-17 6. Don '.t know

1 TOTAL VICTIMIZATION

LONE OFFENDER
VICTIMIZATIONS

Age of lone
_offender

6

Don't know number;
,

not asked age

*

I

MULTIPLE
OFFENDER

VICTIMIZATIONS

Age of youngest
and

age of oldest
multiple
offender

aSee Appendix B: National Crime Survey Nopsehold Interview Questionnaire, Incident keport,-questions 11, 116, llh, and 111, and in other volumes

4 of this series, National Crile Survey'Commerciel InterviewQuestionnaire, Incident Report, questions 6a, 6i 6e, and f., 6

bihis question is different in the commercial surveys. See commercial'incident.questions 6a.

60.
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A few important considerations emenfrom an examination of

Figure4C1. First, "don't know"#offender age responses are obtained

fro' two groups of victims. One group is those ewho did not know

whether the crime was committed by one or more than one offender.

Generally, this group doed'4Ot constitute a-large proportion of the
.

.

total victims. For example, in the NCS national sample for gle years
. . .'S ,.

1973 to 1977 in about 6 percent of the total personal, victAmkzatfons

. t
(including rape, robbery, the assaults, and personal larceny) the

.-%
I.. ..

victim did not know whether one or more than one offender wag involve0.

The second group consists'of victims who knew whether there was one
.

or more han one offender, but, did not know the offender's age. Fdr

this reason, in an additional 4 percent of the incidents the age of

the offender was not ascertained.

Second, becauseNO.ctims of more than one offender (multiple

offenders) are asked to report both fheages of the youngest and the

'oldest multiple offender, the survey data haveithre\major offender age

variables: 1) the pefceived,,age of the ldhe offender, 2) the 'perceived-

age of the youngest multiple offeAger, and 3) the perceived age of the 1

oldest multiple offender.

Third, the NCS interview schbdules,produce rather fine offender age

categories only for offenders perceived to be less than 21 wears old.
/-

k

Froi the victims responsei the interviewer records the offender age as
A

under 12 years old, 12to 14, 15 to 17, 18 to 20: or 21 or older. This

means that detalled=offender ageinformation is available only for

victimizations committed by offenders perceived to.be less than 21 years
- .

old. In the analyses_in-414a-xeport-, offenders perceived byiotheir

. , i ' t.
victims to be Under 18 years old are juveniles, those perceived tobe

108
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between 18 and 20 years old are youthful offenders, and those perceived

'to be 21 or older.are adults.

,Table Cl shows the offender age variables that were used in.the

. analysis for this report. Variables A, B, and Care the threatmajo,r4

offender age variables in the NCS data: detailedrSie of lone offeheer,'

detailed age of the youngest multiple offender, and detailed age cif the oldest

multiple offender. ,Variables AA, BB, CC areordinary recodes of these
. #

variables; they simply categorize together, all offenders perceived to

.be,under 18 years old.

. The primary focus of muchof the analysis in'this report is on the

incidents ofovictiMization by juveniles, youthful,offenders, and adults.

Therefore it was necessary to create an offender agd variable that would

express the percent of ale total .irictimizations (minus the small

percentage in which the victim did not-know whether there was'orle or

more than one offender) attributable to offenders in different age

categories, regardless of whether the incident involved. lone or multiple
.

0
offenders. To do this, variable D was created from variables A

(detailedage of lone offender)- andpC 6letalled, age of oldest

multiple offender) in the,following manner:

Condition , NA_.,,_
Value

If A=1,' unde5,12

or if C=1, under 12 then D=1, under 12

If A=2, 12-14 / o

or if C=2, 12-14 then D=2, 12-14,

If A=3; 15-17 i

or °if C=3,15-17 , then D=3, 15-17

)
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irk

18-20-: then' D=4, 18-20

older :.
. ,

21 .or older then D=5,.21 or Qlder

know Sage

Don't know age then D=6, Don't know age

Thus, when variable D (see Table C1) has the value of ul",

uneer.12, this.includes all lone offender victimization committed by

offenders perceived to be under 12 years old, plus all multiple Wender,

victimizations in which the oldest multiple offender was perceived to

be under 12 years old. Variable'D makes possible an examination of

victimizations committed by offenders in various age groups, whether

the incident involved only.one or more than one offender. Variable DD

'is anordinary recode of the detailed age of offender into juveniles

(under 18), youthful offendes.(18 to 20), and adults (21( or older),

The detailed age of the oldest multiple offender,(variable C),,

a

rather than the detailed age of the youngest multiple offenderr(variabltlight

.B) was used to Create variable D in order to insure that the perceived,

age of all offenders in any given offender age category did.not exceed

the upper limit of the agecategory. This is 42ecause there are some

incidents in-which the age Composition of the multiple offender group

is varied (e.g. the.youngest might be 14 and the oldest might be. 18).

Table C2 -shows that'a mixed-age multiple offender group was reported in

fewer than one out of three multiple offender victimizations. In two-
,

thirds of the multiple offender victimizations the youngest and oldest ,

multiple offenders were: both perceived to be under 18-(28 percent),



Table(Ci Offendei age variables

Variable dame Values

A.' Detailed age of lone offender 1=Undet
4= 18 -20,

B. Detailed age of'ypungest"multiple offender 1=Under
. 4=18-20,

C., Detailed age ofoldest'multiple offender
p 7.:1=Under

11111.

D. Detailed age of offendera

AA: Age of lone offender p

BB. Age of youngest mul p e offender

CC. Age of oldest multiple offender

DD. Age of offendera,"

4=18-20

1=Under
4=18-20,

1=Under
4=Don't

1=pnder
4=Don't

1=Under
4=Don't

1=Under

4=Don't

12, 2=12-14, 3=15-17,
5=21 or older,,6=Don't know

12, 2=12-14; 315 -17-,'

5=21 orClder, 6hon't know

12, 2=12-14, 3=15-17;
5=21 or older, 6=Don't know

12, 2=12-14, 3=15-17,
5=21 or older,. 6=Don't know

18, 2=18726, 3=21 or older, ,

know A

18,.2=18-20,_3=21 or older,
know

18, 2=18-20,
know

1N 2=18-20,
know'

3=21 or older,

3=21 or older;

a
Includes perceived age of lone and perceived age of'oldestAmultiple offender.

C

9,

c
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Table C2 Ages of youngest and oldest multipIeoffenaer6
in personal victimization, NCS nattOnal data, 1973-1977 aggregatea

-
,

Ages of youngest and Estimated. number

oldest multiple offender Percent .1 al victimiiations

Both under 18
r

27.9.)1 2,821,802

Both 18 to 20 9.6 %5.3 972,372

\ 'Both 21 or older 27.8 2,810,194

. -

Youngest under 18/oldest 18 to 20 11.3 1,140.,592

Youngest under 18/oldeSt 2f or older .5.7 .28.3 574,249

Youngest 18 to 20/oldest 21 or older 11.3 1,141,134

Error cases. 0.2 .
18,068

Don't know agg ' 632,558
6

X

se
4

Total 100.0 0410 969

4This table excludes incidents (about 6 percent of the total) in.which the

victim Aid not know whether there was one or more than one offender.

Also excluded are. lone offender victimizations..

lIn a few oases the youngest offender was reco)ffed in the interview '

as older than the oldest offender.

."

cDon't knew age of yotingesti age of oldestor both.
4

L

O

11 2
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A

, both-18 to 20 (10 percent), and both 21 or older (28 percent).
.,

Because of the mixed-age multi-Pe offedder groups, in order to
ev

guarantee that no category dt the detailed age, of offender variable

would include incidents that involved multiple offenders oldet than

the upper limit'orthe category specified, it was necessary to use

the age of the oldest multiple offender. However, because the

majority.of multiple, offender incidents involved same-age Offenders,

the results of the analysis would not .differ substantially if the age

of-:the youngest multiple offender had been used in variable D.

Accuracy of Victims' Perceptions of Offenders' Characteristift.

Most of the analyses in this monograph depend upon the ability

of victims to makeat least crude distinctions among offenders of

different age'groups; to a more limited extent, there is also a

dependence upon the victims', ability to make distinIns between

offenders df differdni sexes and races. The research literature that

exists in.this.area is limited almost exclusivelPto questiOns.re-.

lating to the accuracy of
0
victim andwitness recall of offender

identity (e.g., ability to pick the offender out of a lineup) and

descriptionsof what transpireji during the event; rather thakto

questions about ta\offender's basic demographic characteristics'

such as age, sex, incrace. Most of this research involves simulations,

or staged "crimes," often in front of groups of observers such as 1/44

college students.
1

Although this research .suggests that eye witness
/

testimony regarding the'identify of the actors involved and'Whai-

transpired during the event are subject to substantial error, the-

research.provides virtually, no information about the ability of victims

113
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to report accurst y :about offenders' Ages, sexes, and races. Pre-

sumably it is much less difficult for a victim simply to report

these basic demographic characteristics than it is for a victim

toidentify a specific "offender" from among a "lina+",group of

persons selected for inclusion in the lineup because they are demo-

% s,

graphically similar to each other. Because the available research

literature did not shed much light on the accuracy of victims'

perceptions of offenders' ages, sexes, and races, an attempt was

made to study a sample of victims' reports of suspect characteristics

(age, sex, and race) made at the time that the police took the .

offense report and$the characteristics of arrestees who were sub-

,

sequently arrested for these crimes. The data below are for

'rapes and attempted rapes reported to the police in New York City

lattween 1974 and 1977.2

Of the three demographic characteristics -- age, race, and

sex -- Age is probably the most difficult for victims to estimate

accurately. Table 0 shows a tabultation of suspect's age group

,

as perceived by the victim at the time that the,rape,or.attempted

rape offense report yas filed, and the arrestee's Age group
.

as determined from the arrestee's birth data shown on the

pollee arrest report: Suspect ages were reported for more than

twelve,thousand suspects and were reported as,"don't,know" for

about nine hdndred suspects. For most suspects (more than 8,000

A

outof 13,000), no Arrest was made. Of those suspects for whom

'an arrest was-made, the pqrceived age group and the arrest report

age group are remarkably close. For example, of'those arrested

suspects perceived,by the,victim to have been under 14 yeats old,

45'
'1'43

e
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Table C CorrespondencelBetween Age of Suspect as Reported by Victim and Age of
Arrestee as Shown on Police Arrestitecords, New York City Rapes and
attempted Rapes, 1974-1977

SmsPect'sAge

Under 14

14-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

Over 45

Don't Know

Under 14 14-19 20-24

97.1a' 2.9 0
(169) (5) (0)

1

.6 95.7 2.7
(6) (997) (28)

.2 5.4 89.3

Arrestee's Age
25-29 30-34 35-39 40-45 Over 43 No arrest Total

....

0 0 0 0 '0 100
'

b
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (76) .., (174)c

.8 .2 0 0 .1 , 100
(8) (2) (0) (0) (1) (1,224) (1,042)c

3.8 ( .9 .3 0 .1
( (40) (9) (3) (0) (1) (2,196)

b
(1,1041)002) '09 (930)

.1 1.1 5.3
(1) (11) (55)

0 .5 1.9
(0)' (3) (12)

1

0 0 .9

(0) (0)
t

(4)

0 .7 .3

(d) (2) (1) .

0 .7 0
(0) (2) (0)

'4.4 21.7 ' 13.0
(10) (6)

90.0 2.4 .8 .3 .1 100
(933) (25) (8) ve (3) (1) .% (1,945)b (1,937)c

t

1004.1 90.4 1.9 1.1 .2

( (26) (577) (12) (7) (1) (1,055)
b

4'(638)c

1.8 2.9 89.4 '4' 3.2 1.8 100

(8) (13) (397) (14) (8) (533)b 444)-

.3 2.0 1(6)

t...

2.0 91.1 3.6 0

(1) (6) (278) (11) (;;4)b (305)

.7 .3 03 2.1 95.8
(2) (1) (1) ,(6) (276) (182)b

t

26.1 15:2 4.4 8.7- 6.5,
2 (12) (7) (2) (4) (3) (848)b

'100
'.(288)-

$

100
(46

-Rowpercent:-

b
"No Arrepts":excludeefiom row,percent.

c
Eftludes Arres't.s."

4

e
\ft
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arrest record's showed that 97 percent

For those suspects perceived to b' 14

the arrestees were 14 to 19. In fact,

were actually under 14.

to.19, 95 percent of

for no suspect age group

is thp.victims' accuracy rate less than-89 percent. The overall

ordinal measure of association (Somers' d) between suspect and

arrestee's age for arrested rapists is .95.

The age groups for those under 21 are somewhat cruder, and

those over 21 are Nonetheless;than in the NCS data.. onetheless;the

agreement between victims' perceptions,and arrestees1 actual.ages

is remarkable. It is imiortant to note parenthetically that the

strength of this relationship does not dimitiish appreciably when

only the victims, and offenders who were strangers to each other

are included in °the analysis.

Because of the sexual nature of the offense of rape, the

information on the correspondence between the suspect's and

arrestees sex is of limited value,.but it is shown in Table C4.

Of those suspects reported by victims to have been males and for

whom an arrest was made, virtuallfall of them (99,8 peicent) were

' male as,judged from the police arrest report; of the.34suspects

reported by victims to have been females and for whom an arrest

-was made, 24 were male as judged by pollee arrest'reports. 'The'
-i4

measure-of association,'phi ,-- the magnitude of which is severely

limited owing to the extreme skewness of the sex distributions of

suspects and arrestees -- is .73.,

The, last Characteristic to be examined is race /ethnicity

tic

'(Table.C5). The race/ethnicity categories used here are finer

thancard those available in the'NCS data, and hence provide

t

k ,

11
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Table C4 Correspondende Between Sqx of Suspect As
Reported by Victim and Sex of Arrestee As
,Stiown-orFP-o-lice Arrest Records, New York

City Rapes and Attempted Rapes, 1974-1977

k
4- -.

-"...h4
Arrestee's Sex

Suspect's
Sex Male

.

Female
No

Arrest ' Total.

. Male

Female

99.8a
(5,034)

29.4
.(10)

.2

(8)

70.6

(24)

'

b
(8,240)

b
(52)

16

100
(5,042)c

100

(34)c

4

t
- w

a
Row percent,.

bn
No Arrests" excluded from

. e

c
Excludes "No Arrests."

,A
..

-J.

I

.

4,

, ....

41

/

o

4-

c 4$

R

A

.;

11.

#

A

..,

...

.r.

r
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Table C5 Correspondence Between,Raceof Suspect As Reported by Victim
and Race of Arrestee as Shown ,on' Police Arrest Records, New
York City Rapes anttempted Rapes,'1974-1977

.

..

a

Suspect's
Race 1

,.

Whit4. Black
. .

White '96.1a i.0
(597) (6)

Black .2 98:9
(7) (3,179)

, Hispanic .6 1.6

(7) (19)
-

t Oriental 9.1 0
(1)

,
(0)

;,-

Other 'io 7.7

(0) (1)

Don't Know,, 33,3 0
(1) (0)

alow percent. A

Arrestee's Race I

Hispanic Oriental

2.9

(18) , 0)
.

: ..8 0

(2.6) ,a , (1)

,---7 ...., ,

97.7 .1

(1,167) (1)
.

9.1' 81.8
(1) (9)

, .

23.1 0

.,,(3) -(0)

66.7 0
(2) ., ' (0)

'No Arrests" excluded from row, percents. /

c
Excludes "No Arrests."

r
a-

41.

.
No

Arrest TotalOther

.0

(0)
.

.

0

(0)
.

0

(0)

0

(0)

69.

(9)

0

(0)

'

(1,244)b

b
(5,394)

b
0.,550)

-...

b
(28)

--
X16)

--
b

(81)

100
.(621)c

100

(3,213)c

4 100r
(1,194)

100
(11)c.

100

(13)c
.

100
(84)c
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stricter t $t, of ate ability of victims to report on arrestees'

4

race/ethhicity. Consistent with the age data, these data Show
We.

that victim's reports of. 'suspects' race/ethnicity are in closir

agreement with-the arrest report data,, The agreement is .95 as

judged by the nominal measure of associdtiop lambda. 44.

Of particular interest le connection with Table C5 is thai

according*ta Census Bureau procedures Hispanics are counted as

white for purposes of racial classifiottion. Hence in the NV

data, Anglo and Hispanic offenders are not categorized separately

($ee data collection instrument; Appendix A). It is possible

that some victims perceiye Hispanics as blacks and /or vice- ver'sa.

Thus it is important to note that very few victims misperceive

Hispanics as blacks 9r blacks as Hispanics. Thug, from the

New York City. rape data this does nat appear to be a significant

source of measurement error%

ThIse data.regarding victims' ability to report on offenders'

demographic characteristics are very encluragini.. Although future

research will have tasamples broader range of crimes and locales,

the data.suggest that some confidence invictims' reports of

offenders' ages, races,, and sexes, appears justified at this time.

0

.6

O

4 .

119
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NOTES

/
.

1See for example Buckhout (1974), Note (1977), Duncan (1976), Lieppe, Wells,

Ostrom (1978);' Clifford and Scott (1978), and Kuehn (1974).

.

0

2We are grateful to Dennis Butler of the New Yor City Police Department
.

.4.pr making available these data from his current comprehensive study of rape.
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APPENDIX D

Population Base'EsttMa'ies
Table Dl Estimated popuiation'basesa'by quarter,.

rips national data 1973-1978

e

1473:
s,

1976:
1st 40,749,698 1st 42,482,525
2nd 40,504,939 2nd 42,297,259
3rd 40,515,236 3rd 42,328,904
4th 40,603,036 4th 42,402,843

1974:
1st 41,380,166 1st '43,011,919
2nd 41,176,961 2nd 42,876,214,
3rd 41,116,036 3rd 42,829,673

lob

4th

1975:

41,260,933. 4th-,

1978:

42,959,338

1st 41,949,035 1st .43,479,311
2nd 41,770,024 2nd 43,405,415

"3rd 41,851,757 3rd 43,311,558
4th 41,880,221 4th 43,446,380

.

aDoes not include respondents whoserace is classified
as other (see footnote 19 for additional information),

4
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race,

---

Estimated mile population balms by year; quartei,
and, age,c NCS national data, 1973-1978

Year, Race
and ARe a let

1973

White:
12 to 17 2 695,430

18 to 20 <-t1970853
21 or older 13,581,487

Black:
12 to 17
18 to 20
21 or older

1974/

White:

12 to 17
18 to 20
21 treader

Black:

12 to 17
18 to 20.

21 or older/

1975

ice:

12 to l7
18 to,20
21 or older

Black:
12 to 17 rem.
18 to'20

' 21 or older

5

0 4

1976

White:
12 to
1p to

21 or

-Black:

12,to
' 1810
21 or
4

1977

White:
.12 to
18 to
21 or

Black:
12 to

_. td
21 or

17

20

older

17

20
older

17

20

older

17

20
oldge

1978

White:
f2 to 17
18 to 20
21 or older

'Black:
12 to 17

Quarter
2nd 13rd ' 4th

'2,697,903

1,183,042
13,498,003

2,697,630
2,178,321

13,494,326

437,815 423,626 427,699

17,197 154,858 167,745

1,414,272_ 1,368,667 1,412,691

2,691,763
1,223,521
13,824,709

445,776

165,636
1,459,334

2,676,182
1,239,450
14,058,763

448,190
174,018

1,488,287

2,696,438 2,685,489

1,227,914 1,218,223
13,745,555 13,728,853

14435405
169:329

1,424,607

2,481,187
1,250,245
13,979,896

439,893
167,531

1,435,188

2,693,03
1,237,949
13,981,306

435,905 452,931

173,407 177,529

1,465,670 1,489,060

2,642:828 2,653,305

1,262,072 1,267,648

'14,271,172 J4;209,606

410,686

185,936
1,529,240

2,588,848
1,280;132

14;507,239

451,311

103,196
1,586,949

2 518, 42
,274,1 4

4,752,9 l'

433,114

184,457
1,501,050

2,605.783
1,264,453453
14,486,991

435,776
189,861

1,548,784

2,541,981

1,294,214
14,707,916

18 to 20
21 or older

192,081
1,621,828 --)

(

2,659,391
1,288,280
14,165,352

451,041
190,451

1,504,459

2,611,94.0

1,286,950
14,411,095

448,095
193,740

1,558,437

2,546,598
1,260,349
14,703,265

a

449,540

-194W04-
1,585,631

2,696,844'
1,191,395
13,516,306

421,811
466,766

1,T91,755

2,694,664
1,244,077
13,761,352 ")

01.

-433,532'
167,587

1,428,234

4

2,677,744
1,244;292
14,006,211

439,050
,i/174,843
1,479,878,

846,539
1(261,007
14,250,543

:k
cti

436,40?
184,7410*.

1,510,300

2,595,297`
1,302,802

14,469,824
."

457,095
175,436

1,571,823

2,526,124
1,285,609 f

"14,765,896

441 139 438,227

190,580 198;213'

1,607,856 1,589;099

122.
I

7
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Appendix E

Table El Type of crime definitions in the National Crime Survey

a

fp.

Type of crime,
Definition

Rape

C.

Robbery

Robbery with

4 Carnal knowledge through the use of force
or the threat of force, including attempts.
Statutory rape (without force) is excluded.
Includes both heterosexual and homosexual
rape.

--2'Av-ineft or attempted theft, directly" from a
persod or a business, of property or cash
by force or threat of force, with or without
a weapon.

This includes both:

injury Theft or attempted theft from a person,
accompanied by an attack, either with or.i
without a.weapon, resulting ill injury.

"7".. An injury is'classified as resulting from
a serious assault if a weapon was used in
the commission of the crime or, if not, when
the extent of the injury was either serious

, (e.g., broken bones, loss of-teeth, internal
-2-injuries, los's..of consciousness) ,or undeter-
mined but requiring 2 or more days of
hospitalization. An etnjury is clad4ified
as resulting, from a Minor assault. when the
extent of the injury was minor (e.g.,
bruises, black eyes,' cats, scratches,
swelling) or undetermined but'requiring
less than 2 daysaof hospitalization.

Robbery without
injury

'Aggravated assault

as And:

Theft or attempted theft from a perlfon,
accompanied by forCe or the threat of
force, either with or without a weapon, 111,
but not resulting in injury.

a '

Attack with a weapon resulting in .any
injury and 4ttack without a weapon rcIsult-
ing either in serious injury.(e.g., borken
Donee', loss of teeth, internal injuries,
loss of consciousness) or in undetermined
injdry requiring 2 or more days-of-hospi-

4 talization. Also includes attempted assault
with a weapon.

123



Table gl (continued)

Simple assault

Personal larceny
with contact*

Personal larceny
without contact

-112-

f.

Attack without a weapon resulting either

in minor injury (e:g., bruises, black eyes,s

cuts, scratches, swelling) or in undetermined

injury requiring less than'2 dpryt-of hos-

pitalization. Also includes attempted

assault without a weapon.

Theft of purse, wallet, of cash bystealth
directly from the person of the victim, but

without force or the thfeat of force. Also

includes.attempted purse snatching.

Theft or attempted theft, without direct

contact between victim and offender, of

property or cash from any place other than

fhe.victim's home or its immediate vicinity.

In rare cases, the victim sees the offehder

during the commission of the act.

*Iti,this report personal larceny with contact is referred to simply as

"personal larceny." This is a deparfUre from the standard National Crime

Survey definitions in which "personal-larceny" includes both personal -

larc0117 with contacf-and personal larceny without contact.
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